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DISTRIBUTION NOTI CE

This Inspection Report is an internal report of the
Department of State and a direct part of the deliberative
process of the Department. It evaluates the effective-
ness of policy and efficiency of management. It is
intended for the Secretary of State and his principal
officers and makes recommendations to them concerning
changes in policy and management.

No distribution may be made outside of the Department of
State, in whole or in part, except to those agencies
which are directly involved in the formulation and
management of foreign policy and then only with the prior
written authorization of the Inspector General, Depart-
ment of State. At Missions and posts of the Department
of State, appropriate portions of the Report may be
shown, at the discretion of the Principal Officer, to
representatives of other executive agencies or depart-
ments of the United States Government if they are
directly concerned in the policy recommendation under
consideration.
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THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

PREFACE

Inspection Reports provide an overa) management evalua

tion to meet the inspection requirements of sec. 681 of

the Foreign Service Act of 1946, as amended, and the

financial and management audit requirements of sec. 113

of the Budget and Acconting Procedures Act of 191>u,

as amended and as implemented by Federal Management

Circular 73-2 of September 27, 1973. This Inspection

included appropriate tests to evaluate the effectiveness

of internal controls and management operations, but a

detailed examination of all transactions wa
f

not ^
The Inspection took place in: Washington, 5/15 5/3U//B

and 7/14-7-31/78: Tehran, 6/2-7/10/78; Tabriz, 6/19-

6/20/78; Shiraz, 6/21-6/22/78; Isfahan, 6/28-6/29/78.

^Charles T. Cross
Senior Inspector

Alan W. Berenson
Inspector

. £t-

Lawrence A. Fowler
Inspector

A
<enn e th~N^ Roc

Inspector

Virginia Weyres
Inspector
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OVERVIEW

Iran will be of great importance to the United
i ates for the foreseeable future. Its strategic lo~
ation, its oil and gas resources and its political
itluence with other countries in the area, all taken
gether, mean that Iran's development and viability have

„ direct effect on certain vital interests of the US and
.r NATO allies.

Iran is the capstone of the buffer zone between the
Soviet Union and the oil rich Arabian Peninsula. While
the US takes only five percent of its oil, Iran is a
major supplier for Japan and Western Europe and is an
important element within OPEC in determining oil prices.
It also plays an increasingly active regional role aimed
at promotion of the peaceful development and independence
of the Persian Gulf states and limiting Soviet in-
fluence in that crucial area. Finally, Iran is the site
of some unique US intelligence facilities which would be
extremely difficult and expensive to duplicate or locate
c 1 sewhere.

Relations between the US and Iran are good. For
:re than 30 years we have worked together on matters of

nigh national interest to both countries, and during this
time we have established working habits and ties -

including those between the Shah and successive US
presidents - which are productive and close. This con-
ition has continued into the Carter Administration. The
resident has been personally involved in major decisions

concerning policies towards Iran and has already ex-
changed visits with the Shah. In Tehran the Ambassador
has regular and easy access to the Shah.

Nevertheless, there are several policy issues which
create difficulties between the two countries. These
[evolve around human rights, arms sales, and our nuclear
non-proliferation policies. Feelings have run high
within the USG on how best to deal with the Shah on
each of these issues, but our approach has generally been
one of quiet pressure by the President, the Secretary
and the Ambassador on down. We have not made aggresive

CONFIDENTIAL
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i)rT,»nil« in tnki'ii ni t io % that might endanger our broader
I lit lit uni fl,

Thin form of (i i pi i acy has been modestly successful
no r<iii »nrtio improve:- "t in the human rights situation,
with the (nitsn t hi 1 i t y it a favorable trend developing;
<i i i.i I tot li- dialogue with the Shah on arms purchases; and
tlm Inltlnllii'i of a prototype, nuclear cooperation agree-
ment i' mit • In I m| all the essential non-proliferation
r.a frgu«l il» we require.

Out trial lonii with Iran are we 1 1-managed . Highest
level iiiteirnt and attention in Washington help assure
tli.it timely .1 tn 1

i r. i ons are made on questions involving
Iran. A haul -working and highly qualified Country
Di t nctorala mad has developed effective working ar-
rangement* with other agencies, particularly DOD and
the into 1 1 igein « community. within the Department, the
Directorate haa had i.omt sharp differences with HA and PM
ovr how to handle the practical aspects of our human
right n and aims nalen policies; nevertheless, coherent
actions havr rr.,ei griJ it. the end. The Country Director is
now quit* lightly putting a t enewed emphasis on longer-
rarige perspective* and more systematic planning on how
to deal with thcr.e recurrent issues.

The Ambassador is very much in charge of his Mission
in Tehran and all DSC agencies represented in Iran
operate fully in accordance with the President's letter
of October, 1977. Now into his second year in the coun-
try, the Anil as sailor has enlarged the Embassy's contacts
to cover a wider group of Iranians including some who are
opposed to the Shah. Similarily he has encouraged
ICA-Iran to expand the audience for its efforts to newer
elites not reached previously. Our military assistance
programs are being tightened up under an energetic and
sophisticated MAAG Chief and some highly sensitive
intelligence matters are being dealt with forthrightly.

Personnel resources are adequate and the quality
of personnel is good with no real weaknesses except
in Isfahan and the Commercial Unit in Tehran. The

CONFIDENTIAL
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Mission's work is enhanced by the consulates .n Tabr iz,

. j Isfahan which provide needed services to the

iver
3
Increasing numbers of Americans in Ir

^
n

'

.

he Embassy's political reporting and could, if properly

*u^ed and* Supported, add
P

to the Mission’s commercial

activities.

Despite the difficulties of living and working

in Tehran with its traffic congestion which must be the

iSrll in 'the world, its heavy pollution and its cultural

ippottunities for e»plo,nent. .speciOly W the Embassy,

and because of management ' s attention, to family needs.

Physical facilities on the Embassy compound are

which is now operating in unacceptable quarters.

CONFIDENTIAL
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I. POLICY

Iran is a country of exceptional strategic impor-
tance by virtue of its location, oil resources and
political influence in the area. US policies aim at
the continuation of a stable, responsible and friendly
country which would (a) offer the US and its allies
strategic military and intelligence facilities and access
to its oil and markets; and lb) play a constructive re-
gional role, including the limitation of Soviet influence
in the area. These policies have worked so far.

Although the US has a bilateral Defense Cooperation
Agreement with Iran, concluded in a CENTO context in
1959, there are certain political and psychological
constraints on US support of the Government of Iran (GOI)
which have not existed in the past - at least not to the
current extent. These are centered on human rights, arms
sales and our nuclear non-proliferation policies,
each of which raises acute problems with the GOI. Great
skill and subtlety are required to reconcile the carrying
out of these policies with the achievement of our overall
objectives cited above.

The Inspectors believe that we have partially
succeeded. Quiet but steady pressure by the Ambassador
has resulted in rather modest but still noticeable
improvements in the human rights situation, and the
Shah's liberalization program hopefully will continue the
trend. While sales of US military equipment and related
training to Iran are enormous, the guidelines are being
adhered to and sales closely monitored without either
undermining our relationship or detracting from Iran's
military capability. A US/Iran bilateral nuclear cooper-
ation agreement was initialed in Tehran in July 1978,
the first of its kind. It provides for Iran's nuclear
development within safeguards acceptable to us and should
be a model and incentive for further such agreements.

Certain serious problems remain, however. Limits
on the overall dollar costs of military sales, for

CONFIDENTIAL
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. xample, make it difficult to plan as the costs of spares

,nd maintenance of equipment already purchased cut deeper

rid deeper into the total sums allotted to Iran. Th *

:hah's desires for increasingly sophisticated equipment

: aise questions of genuine military needs and the effects

, n Iran's economy of some of the crushingly expensive

hardware he would like to buy. These issues are wrestled

with vigorously within the USG but the Inspectors ate not

..ure how squarely they are faced by Iranians; it will be

a major task of US diplomacy to inject realism and

balance into the arms sales aspect of our relationship

with Iran.

A related problem concerns the size of the US

presence,' now estimated to be over 40,000. The major

proportion of this large number of Americans in Iran are

there because of military connected activities. Most are

not accustomed to working abroad as civilians.; and the r

families are not attuned to living in a relatively

conservative Moslem society. Consequently, there are

huge oublic relations and protection problems which

constantly beset the Embassy and its constituent pos.s,

Isfahan in particular. The Mission is doing quite well in

leading and supporting efforts to ease the adjustments

for these Americans, and the GOI, which is paying o.

this presence, has been generally cooperative. Howe.-er,

the most important role for the Embassy lies in trying to

keep the larger programs on schedule so as to minimize

the time and therefore the number of Americans who are in

the country. Our military assistance officers under the

direction of the Ambassador have some leverage in achiev

ing this objective, for example, by insisting on incen-

t ives and goals in contracts with US firms that stimulate

t imely completion of projects and phasing out of US

contract personnel.

One issue which needs attention concerns I raitian

•.tudents. There are estimated to be . upwards of 60,000

Iranians studying in the US and the number is sharply

increasing each year. Many of these students are not

qualified or properly motivated, with the result tha

thev are ripe for agitation and engage in political

activities - often violent - which irritate Americans and

create stresses in US-Iranian relations. At the same

CONFIDENTIAL
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time, of course, Iranian students represent a great
potential resource for actually enhancing these relations
as well as contributing to the development of Iran in
directions we would like to see. What is needed is some
general agreement within the USG as to how we should work
on the problem. The Inspectors have recommended the
formation of an inter-agency study group which would
establish criteria and plans, for student visas (level of
English, secondary school grades, etc.), kinds of orien-
tation which should be given Iranians before they come to
the US, and methods of student counseling while the
student is here.

The Inspectors found the mechanisms for the the
development and coordination of policy to be effective
both in Washington and in the field. The most recent
country policy documents, the 1977 PARM and the 1978 G0RM
were prepared in' accordance with the Department's guide-
lines and clearly identified issues and concerns.
Although, Iran receives attention at the highest level
within the USG, decisions made at the White House or on
the Seventh Floor are passed down and the Inspectors
have the impression that the Country Director is kept
fully informed. Inter-agency coordination in Washington
is difficult because there are so many powerful agencies
and differing points of view involved in Iran matters
that there are some sharp confrontations, but issues
are eventually resolved, perhaps because of high-level
interest. Communication on policy matters between
Washington and the Mission in Tehran is excellent.

CONFIDENTIAL
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II. MANAGEMENT

Our relationship with Iran is sharply focused
.hi the Shah himself since the decision-making process in
t i .m emanates from the Peacock Throne. The effective
.vrution of US policy in Iran, therefore, depends to a

r. markable degree on access of the Ambassador and ranking
n.. Fibers of his staff to the Shah and a rather small
. iicle of officials who have influence with him. The
An: .msador has easy and regular access to the Shah. Two
..t her officers also see him but to a lesser and more
limited extent under the control of the Ambassador. The
Mission as a whole is well-connected at all levels of the
..hi with the relationship extremely close between US
military assistance officers and tneir counterparts,
r.toh of the Consulates has likewise developed good
contacts with the local officials. In Washington the
country Directorate has established a full-range of
ii-.eTui working arrangements with other elements of the
i.SG concerned with Iranian affairs.

The Mission in Tehran is properly managed > ...insider-

i ng its size and the complexities of doing business in
i i .in. The Ambassador is well-informed on the details of
.ipcrations and is actively involved in all but the mort
i.iutine of them. The newly arrived DCM , with extensive
experience in Iranian affairs, has taken hold well and
served as Charge during most of the period of the Inspec-
i ion. The Ambassador relies on the DCM to act. as the
executive officer of the Mission: to oversee the daily
operations of the Mission; to see that all elements carry
out their assigned responsibilities? to coordinate the
Mission's programs and to resolve jur isd i ct i onal and
..'her disputes between Mission elements.

Communication between Washington and the field on
tontine operational matters is adequate with no notable
deficiencies. On policy or higher priority subjects it

it. fast and thorough. Because of the comprehensive char-
acter of the daily staff meeting, there is a free-flow of
information at the section and agency head level but
t here are gaps further down the line, particularly in the
consular and administrative sections. The post is aware

13
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of the feeling within these sections of being left out
and will be taking steps to improve the situation.

The Inspectors find that Tabriz, Isfahan and Shiraz
are valuable to US interests and, in the case of
Tabriz, they reversed a recommendation of the previous
Inspection in 1976 that this be closed. Tabriz and
Shiraz are well-run; Isfahan is not and the Inspectors
have made numerous suggestions to help try to retrieve
the post from its present disarray. All three posts need
more guidance and support from the Embassy and the
Inspectors recommend that direct supervision of their
activities be changed from the presently overloaded
Consul General to the DCM.

Consular operations have improved greatly since
the arrival of the present Consul General despite massive
increases in visa and protection case loads. However,
operations are limited by inadequate physical facilities
which are now so crowded that there would be no place to
put the needed additional consular officers if they were
to be assigned to Tehran.

Political reporting is good overall with much
of the key reporting coming out of the front-office.
Coverage of opposition groups is quietly being expanded,
and the Consulates provide some very useful insights into
political attitudes in other parts of the country. The
Inspectors looked carefully into whether reporting,
particularly by junior officers, was restricted or
directed as to content and whether there was an Embassy
"party line" on the Shah. They believe that while some
stifling of unfavorable comment on the Shah and his
activities miqht have occured at times in the past, it
does not happen now.

Economic/Commercial work is of mixed quality.
Economic and financial reporting is outstanding in its
content, breadth of coverage and its analysis. On the
other hand, operations in the commercial area are inade-
quate for the challenging, competitive Iranian market.
This is not entirely due to deficiencies in a Section
which operates with dispiriting handicaps. The traffic
conditions make it extremely difficult to set and keep

- 9 -

ippo intments. The Commercial Library is inconveniently
I.u-.ited on the Embassy grounds. Security procedures are
uncomfortable for visitors and prevent flexibility in
.•I i ice hours. Nevertheless, the Inspectors feel that
with better organization and more drive and imagination
i he section should be able to provide better service to
American businesses and more support to our export
piograms. The Inspectors believe that the Trade Center
i 'i underutilized and recommend that unless more intensive
.mi! effective use can be programmed and achieved, it be
phased out by January 1980.

Scientific affairs are receiving increasing emphasis
hy the Embassy in recognition of their growing importance
in Iran and are ably handled by an officer with consider-
able experience in industry and in the Department (OES) .

lie is a strong asset in supporting US commercial efforts
in the energy field, especially in nuclear power. The
Science Attache also has responsibility in population
natters and has developed an excellent relationship with
t ami 1 y planning experts in Iran.

The leased Embassy office annex which nouses the
Consular Section, B&F Office, DEA, and IRS is inadequate.
Plans to trade the A/FBO-owned land in Tabriz for a
pie-engineered office building to be erected on the
imhassy compound in Tehran have fallen through, but the
building is still badly needed. The Inspectors recommend
' hat A/FBO directly fund the purchase and construction of
this pre-engineered building.

Poor utilization is being made of the very valuable
land in the Embassy compound. No appraisals have been
made of its value but informal estimates of its worth
i.inqe from $65 million to over $250 million. Long-range
plans have not been developed to assure that adequate
.! (ice and residential space would be provided in the
future.

The former transient apartments on the compound
have outlived their usefulness and should be torn down
whenever funding is obtained for replacement buildings,
iioperty values have fallen sharply in Tabriz due to the
i .cent riots there and recent anti-speculation laws.

CONFIDENTIAL
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The A/FBO-owned property in Tabriz should be retained for
the present. Long-range plans should be made to sell un-
needed portions of the land whenever prices recover, as
they almost surely will due to the inflationary pressures
in Iran.

Since the Embassy alone cannot make realistic
long-range plans regarding real property, an AMAT team,
consisting of A/FBO engineers and other qualified indi-
viduals, should be sent to Tehran to assist.

The Inspectors found morale at Embassy Tehran to be
better than they had expected. Those assigned to Tehran
see Embassy management as taking a greater interest since
the last Inspection in matters affecting morale, for
example by improving housing, and projecting an attitude
of responsiveness to personal concerns of the staff. The
difficult side of the physical realities of life in
Tehran are well-known. Traffic congestion, pollution,
cultural problems and other tiresome impediments require
tolerance and patience. Host of the spouses have ad-
justed well, especially those who have found employment
opportunities. Our people know that their service for
the US in Iran is important and accept life as it is.
With generally good professionalism, they cope well with
the situation.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Table 1, Continued

Post

Tehran
(cont 'd

)

Isfahan

Tabriz

Tehran

Isfahan

Shiraz

Tabriz

Relocate or
Delete Add Otherwise Adjust

The first four FSL employees
of the B&F Office who retire
should not be replaced until
reorganization of the office
has been completed and the
number of B&F employees who
can be gainfully employed has
been determined

FSL Consular Spe-
cialist position

One junior Ameri-
can officer posi-
tion

- 13 -

Table 2. Summary of Recommended Position Changes

Delete
FSO FSS FSL

0 0 2

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

Add
FSO FSS FSL

0 0 0

0 0 1

0 0 0

1 0 0

GRAND TOTAL

Net
FSO FSS FSL

0 0-2
0 0 +1

0 0 0

+ 1 \j 0

+ 1 0 -1
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN
NEA/IRN

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM no. i

July 1976

COUNTRY DIRECTORATE

Facts

The Country Directorate consists of three officers
and two secretaries. Both the Country Director and the
second officer in the Directorate came on board during
the Inspection. Although the new team has not had a
chance to solidify the duties of each officer, the
previous management had the second officer watching over
political/military matters and human rights. The third
officer covers economic affairs and does the backstopping
for the US - Iranian Joint Commission (USIJC).

Evaluation and Conclusions

The Country Directorate, despite a heavy turnover
in personnel, is serving very well as the center for
handling Iranian affairs within the US Government.
Fortunately, both the Country Director (an 0-2) and the
second officer in the Directorate (0-3) have had exten-
sive experience in Iran and the third officer, an
energetic and broad-gauged 0-4, was able to provide
needed continuity. The size of the staff is adequate
a lthouqh it could be heavily pressed during crisis
periods.

LIMITED DISTRIBUTION

At a Foreign Service posr, this memorandum may be released only to members of the staff directly

concerned. In Washington, distribution outside the Department of State may be mode only by the

Inspector General of the Foreign Service.
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The quality of the studies, briefing papers, policy
.1. u uments , Congressional and other correspondence is

v i
<
pt ionally high reflecting a thorcgh understanding of

i lie subject matter and what is needed to spur action
within the bureaucracy. There is substantial communica-
t ion between the Directorate and the Mission in Tehran at
.v 1 1 levels. The Directorate does a better than average
I

1

1

of keeping the Mission up-to-date on the state of
j . 1

. iy within the bureaucracy on key programs. The Country
h 1

1

KCtorate has a fine reputation within NEA for meeting
leadlines and for complying smoothly with crash requests.

The NEA Bureau of necessity concentrates on Arab-
Israeli issues and the Inspectors looked carefully to see
whether this had resulted in any deficiencies in policy
'luidance on Iran. Both guidance and support from the NEA
I mnt office were found to be adequate and with the
white House and the Seventh Floor interest in Iran, the
t inintry Directorate has not lacked for attention. In
t.iet, highest level focus on problems has been helpful to
i tie Directorate in pushing for faster decisions at lower
levels.

The pressures on the Country Directorate have been
•.iii'h that much of its work has been reactive, keeping
I’. ice with events and moving forward on previously deter-
mined policies and programs. The new Country Director
ii-iognizes that this is not an ideal situation and hopes
t i> develop longer-range planning techniques which will
ensure more systematic approaches to policy. He is, for
example, working on a general scheme for dealing with the
complex and emotional human rights issues involving Iran
which would reduce confrontations between bureaus within
i he Department, and yet, routinely take account of human
i i qhts factors .

Another idea of the Country Director is to work out
..line sort of schedule for presenting proposed military
.des in carefully-phased steps, rather than in big lumps

which mislead and stimulate opposition. The Inspectors
believe these are worthwhile endeavors.

CONFIDENTIAL
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In addition, the Inspectors think more should be
done in the way of long-term analysis of the economic
development plans of Iran as that nation's petroleum
reserves fade. The impact on industrial planning
of the allocation of significant capital resources to
defense programs is another important subject. The
purpose of these studies should be to determine which
elements of our economic and military policies contribute
to or detract from the long-range viability of Iran.
(Recommendation 1-1)

The Country Directorate has productive working
relationships with other agencies involved in Iranian
affairs, especially with the Office of International
Security Affairs in DOD and with various elements of the
intelligence community. There are no real problems of
inter-agency coordination.

Within the Department, there have been some rather
sharp confrontations between IRN and HA and certain areas
of PM. Differences of view between the Directorate and
these organizations are likely to continue as long as the
perception of Iran as a human rights "violator" persists,
and as long as our ties with Iran remain so close. How-
ever, more systematic pre-arranged and agreed approaches
of the kind the Country Director is considering could at
least alleviate the strain and move things along better.

The work of the USIJC seems to be increasing and the
economic officer in the Directorate is particularly busy
prior to its meetings, which average three a year. (see
Inspection Memorandum 4) It is primarily due to this
officers' initiative that the Joint Commission has taken
on a more productive role.

RECOMMENDATION

1-1. The Country Directorate (NEA/IRN) should or-
ganize studies to determine which elements of our econo-
mic and military policies contribute to or detract from
the long-range viability of Iran.

23 Senior Inspector
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I acts

POST MANAGEMENT

The US Mission in Iran is very large, totalling
around 1,400 Americans, the bulk of which (1,200)
arc- in Army Mission-Military Assistance Advisory Group
( ARM1 SH/MAAG) , and 850 locals. The State Department has
I

U

2 Americans and 165 locals. Besides the State Depart-
ment there is representation from Commerce, Agriculture,
Drug Enforcement Agency, Internal' Revenue Service,
Federal Aviation Administration, International Commun ica-
t ion Agency, and Defense. There are constituent posts in
Tabriz, Isfahan, and Shiraz.

The Executive Section of the Embassy is relatively
small: the Ambassador, DCM, a Staff Aide to the Ambas-
sador, who also works on the US-Iran Joint Commission
(see Inspection Memorandum No. 4) and is usually a junior
rotation officer on his first tour, two American Secre-
taries and one local employee with the title of Protocol
officer. The Ambassador relies on the DCM to act as the
execut ive
operat ions
out their

officer of the Mission: to oversee the daily
of the Mission; to see that all elements carry
assigned responsih
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Mission's programs; and to resolve jurisdictional or
other disputes between elements.

The Ambassador holds a daily staff meeting with
the principal officers of the Mission including the
Chief ARMISH/MAAG who comes from a considerable distance
to attend. There is an expanded Country Team meeting
once a week and numerous ad hoc meetings for coordinating
and planning purposes.

Eva 1 u ation and Conclusions

The management of the Mission is good, particularly
considering its size and the complexities of doing
business in Iran. The Ambassador is well-informed on the
details of operations and is actively involved in all but
the most routine of them. The DCM , who has recently
arrived, has taken hold admirably, serving as Charge'
during most of the time the team was in Iran.

Communication is very good at the section and
agency head level because of the comprehensive character
of the daily staff meeting where assignments and deci-
sions are made on operational matters. The group is
briefed on developments in all major activities and the
Ambassador provides general guidance. However, the
Inspectors heard mild complaints that there were communi-
cation gaps lower down and that officers and staff,
particularly in the Consular and Administrative sections,
felt they were not being "cut in” enough. The post is
aware of this feeling and is working at making the
reading file more available and getting a broader parti-
cipation in the Country Team meetings. This last is
difficult because of the small size of the only confer-
ence room available for classified meetings. All
sections except the Administrative Section, have regular
staff meetings. The newly arrived Administrative Officer
will .reinstitute these. The Inspectors felt that more of

the flavor of the Section Chiefs' meeting should be
passed on to subordinate staffs at these meetings.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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The Inspections of the three constituent posts
i n.lic ate that more attention needs to be given to

l ii<viding them guidance and feedback, especially in the
l
"I it ical and economic/commercial areas. The Inspectors

i. M'lgested that the DCM and the Political, Administrative,
i . i .nomic/Commer cial , and Consular Counselors should each
v i . 1

1

the three posts at least twice a year on a sche-
l u 1 I'd basis. (Recommendation 2-1) These visits coupled
with the regular conferences with the three Principal
tit I icers in Tehran should draw the constituent posts more
lonely into the activities of the Mission as a whole.

The previous Inspection recommended the estab-
I I'.hment of a "Coordinator of the Consulates" position,
hince two of the three were consular interest posts, the
I nnpectors proposed that the Coordinator should be the
diief of the Consular Section, who should be designated a
i i • 1

1

*
•• u 1 General, and the position should be classified at

i hi- 0-2 level. This has been done and has resulted in
. --iiMderable improvement in coordination and guidance on
tin- consular side

.

However, it has not brought much change in connec-
i i"ti with other important activities of the Consulates
*i"i increased the quality or level of administrative
Mippurt. The Consul General, an exceptionally capable
• I fu r-r, carries a tremendous load in Tehran alone where
i In- bulk of the consular work of the country is per-
fi-in.ed; he cannot be expected to organize activities at
tin- constituent posts in fields other than his own. The
l ic.

|
i-ctors recommend that the overall coordinating role

given to the DCM with the Consul General continuing to
nupi-rvise consular operations. This change will not
ii| irsent any significant reduction in his responsibi-
l n ns and therefore should not affect the classification
"f i lie latter’s position which should remain at the 0-2
level. (Recommendation 2-2)

All three constituent posts receive a good number of
vii- visitors each year. It would be helpful to the
• •II 1

1

ei s at the posts if they were given a more prominent
l

I n. e in the planning and preparations for these visits.
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Usually they have been asked to work on the logistics and
hotel reservation side of things but have not always been
included otherwise. The importance of "face" for
these young officers should not be lost sight of.
(Recommendation 2-3)

The junior officer rotational program is going
along quite well and the officers seem to appreciate
being exposed to all aspects of Foreign Service work.
The program could be enhanced by having the rotational
officers meet regularly with the Ambassador or DCM to
exchange experiences and to get advice on how best to
profit from their training. Analyzing their own experi-
ences is good training in itself. (Recommendation 2-4)

Morale in general seems to be reasonably good
and the situation contrasted favorably with that of
even a couple of years ago. The Inspectors believe
this is due to front office attention to morale problems
such as housing, recreation and orientation and good
Administrative Section follow-up.

The post has eleven American Secretaries, which
is adequate. In order to make the best use of secreta-
rial resources, better back-up arrangements should be
instituted. For example. Political and Political/
Military Section Secretaries should be able to replace or
assist each other, and the Secretaries in the Economic/
Commercial Section should be cross-trained so that they
can fill in for each other. Such arrangements tend to
contribute to a more harmonious atmosphere and break down
feelings of isolation. (Recommendation 2-5)

RECOMMENDATIONS

2-1. Embassy Tehran should institute a system of regular
visits to the constituent posts by the DCM and the
Counselors for Political, Administrative , Economic/Com-
m<ercial and Consular Affairs whereby each of these
officers visits each of the three posts at least twice a
year on a scheduled basis.

- »*«= supervisionand coordination of the work of the constituent posts inthe hcnds of the DCM. The Embassy should use its discre-tion whether to recommend the abolishment of the positiona " d A 1 of " Coordinator of Consulates," but if itshould subsequently decide to do so, it should recommendthat the incumbent retain the rank of Consul General andthe position remain at the 0-2 level.

2-3. Embassy Tehran should take steps to include thePrincipal Officers of the constituent posts in theplanning arid organization of VIP visits in such a way asto enhance their prestige with the local officials.

2-4. The Ambassador or DCM at Embassy Tehran should meetregularly with the rotational officers as a group.

2-5. Embassy Tehran should institute a system of flex-ible interchange of Secretaries for back-up and supportwhere such arrangements are practical, for example inPolitical and Pol i t ical/Mi 1 i tary and in the Economic/
Commercial Sections.

Senior Inspector
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POLITICAL AFFAIRS

The Political Section at Embassy Tehran is headed by
an FSO-2 and includes two other full-time officers and
two Secretaries. The Political/ Military Section is a
separate entity, but is addressed in this Inspection
Memorandum. It is staffed by an 0-3 supported by a
Secretary.

Eva luat ion and Co n clusions

A. Political Affairs

An appraisal of the work of the Political Section
leads to the conclusion that its overall performance is
good. The Section produced a sound political reporting
schedule designed to provide coverage and analysis of the
major areas of interest to the United States. Such
subjects in the program as reporting on Iranian students
in the US, political party activities, women's activities,
human rights, Iran's policy toward the Indian Ocean and
the Persian Gulf, officials in Iran, and internal develop-
ments provided a broad recipe for thorough reporting.
This reporting is on schedule, many of the reports
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already having been completed. The reporting program has
been augmented by additional topics. Continued topical
spot reporting on an almost daily basis fills in as
appropriate.

The very nature of political power being centralized
upon the Shah and the fact that almost all major decisions
emanate from the Shah provide some limitations to tradi-
tional political reporting by £he Political Section. The
Ambassador sees the Shah frequently and originates a
considerable amount of important political reporting.
This is supplemented by the Political Section. The
contacts of the Section seem to be adeouate and are
clearly improving in quality as they expand.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is amply covered by
the Political Section as are key leaders in other areas
of the power elite and structure in Iran.

The work of the Political Section is divided into
two major parts: the domestic or internal scene, and
external relations of Iran. The internal reporting has
become more complex and intense during the past year due
to a number of events, in part stimulated by the Shah's
liberalization program. This has brought about responses
from conservative religious leaders, students, and other
groups

.

The external relations of Iran, especially with its
near ne ighbors , the mini-states across the Gulf, the Near
East region, and with the United States and the Soviet
Union have been adequately covered by the Embassy.
Reporting is clear, concise, and reasonably complete,
although more analysis of the meaning or importance of
events would be useful. Some memorandums of conversation,
should be converted to telegrams.

Biographic reporting is excellent, comprehen-
sive, and thorough. The biographic files of the Section
are an important lode which is mined by many to under-
stand the attitudes and orientation of key personalities
in Iran. Collateral matters such as women's affairs and
Law of the Sea topics are well covered by the Political
Section.
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The staffing of the Section seems to be just
right, but with the internal reporting somewhat more
extensive than the external.

Internal reporting is buttressed by excellent
support from the three US Consulates in Iran. The
three Principal Officers gather in Tehran for thorough
discussions of activities in their area about every four
months. This sound practice is recognized as of value
not only to the Embassy, but to the Principal Officers
also, as their personal interaction together and with
elements of the Embassy provides new insights and guidance
on what topics need attention.

B. Political/Military Affairs

The work of the Political/Military Affairs Section
is outstanding. The relationship between the US and Iran
in the field of military assistance sales is of enormous
magnitude, the largest such program we have in the world.
The dollar value of sales is huge and the presence of as
many as 18,000 US personnel and dependents, mostly
civilian, in Iran is a direct outgrowth.

Foreign military sales to Iran are controlled
by legislation and Presidential and Department of
State and Defense guidelines and directives. These are
thoroughly understood by the Political/ Military Counselor.
His smooth relationships with ARMISH/MAAG in Iran contri-
bute to compliance with these guidelines and their
effective implementation to further US interests.

The Ambassador takes close personal interest
in Pol i t ical /M i 1 i tar y Affairs and is constantly kept
abreast of developments by the Political/ Military
Counselor. The Section is extremely busy and could well
use a middle grade officer with knowledge in the field,
ideally with recent relevant experience such as in
PM/SAS. (Recommendation 3-1)

The Political /Military Counselor understands
the full import of the human rights dimension of the work
and deals effectively with these concerns.
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Among the recent important issues addressed by
the Political/Military Counselor have been the sale of
Boeing AWACS aircraft for enhanced early warning air
defense capability for Iran, the defense purchase
projections of Iran, and the incentives for L'E contrac-
tors to increase phasing out of their personnel in
accordance with the guidelines of the International
Security Assistance Act of 1977 (PL 95-92).

The delicate area of monitoring US arms sales
promotion activities by US defense contractors within
legislative requirements and approved Executive Branch
policy guidelines is a key aspect of the Political/
Military Counselor's work. He does this well, and
contributes to the excellent relationship between ARMISH/
MAAG and the Embassy.

C. Labor Affairs

Labor reporting is not complete at the Embassy. It
has been assigned on a part-time collateral duty basis to
the Political Section. This has proved to be unsatis-
factory and does not fulfill the needs of the Departments
of Labor or State, although the annual Labor Report (CERP
005 of January 5, 1978) was thorough and useful.
However, the lack of sustained flow of reporting in
Iran's evolving labor scene is noticeable. An exception
is good labor reporting from Shiraz. It is recommended
that labor reporting be assigned to the Economic/Commer-
cial Section. There is little political content, at
least in the foreseeable future, in labor matters, but
there is in terms of economic elements. (Recommendation
3-2)

The Embassy should update information on the
organization and activities of the Ministry of Labor and
Social Affairs; on the current leadership, orientation
and activities of the Iranian Workers' Organization; on
the Iranian Government's attitude and policy positions on
tssues in the ILO of direct concern to the US; on the
evolution of the labor/ mianpower situation (including
available indications of trends in employment, wages,
prices, productivity and income distribution); on signifi
cant developments in labor relations, labor migration.
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policies and practices with regard to foreign workers,
and on plans and programs to raise labor standards.

The continuing update of manpower figures, trade
union developments, international labor issues and laborstandards is needed.

At the end of the year, the work should be reviewedand if not found satisfactory, the assignment of afull-time Labor Officer should be considered.

RECOMMENDATIONS

3-1. Embassy Tehran should consider whether another
officer in the Political/Mil itary Affairs Section rniqhtnot be needed and either transfer an officer from thePolitical Section or request a new position.

3-2. Embassy Tehran should assign the labor reporting
20-317°°

t0 ttle EconoiIlipC/,^on'merc ^ al Section to position

Inspector Senior Inspector
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INSPECTION MEMORANDUM

ECONOMIC/COMMERCIAL AFFAIRS

July 1978

The Econom ic/Commer c i al Section includes eight
American and nine local personnel led by an FSO-1.
The Deputy is an FSR-2 Department of Commerce officer on
detail to the Department of State. The elements of the
'oction are the Economic Unit with an FSO-3 supported by
ne local employee, a Science and Technical Attache, and

1

1

Petroleum Officer; and the Commercial Unit, which
includes three officers, often a rotational junior
officer, and seven local employees, two of whom work in
i be Commercial Library. The Economic Unit supervises two
USAID employees operating a training element for AID
Kabul. The E/C Section also has a nominal relationship
with the Civil Air Attache and the Internal Revenue
Service representative. A part of the Section is the US
Trade Center in Tehran, described in Inspection Memoran-
dum 9e.

Staff meetings of all personnel, American and
local, are held each week.
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Evaluation and Conclusions

US economic interests in Iran naturally focus
on oil, although Iran accounts for but 4.8 percent
of our petroleum imports. Vve rely on no other strategic
goods from Iran, but its gas and other mineral wealth may
assume importance in time.

The dissemination of market intelligence and
well conceived introductions for US firms are the
essential missions of the Economic/Commercial Section,
the three constituent posts, the Agricultural Attache's
office, and the Trade Center. Considerable resources are
directed to serving the 350 US companies and 14 US bank
offices in Iran and a stream of visiting businessmen.

The work of the Economic Unit is excellent as is
the work of the Science Attache. The work of the
Commercial Unit is not as good as it should be.

A. Economic Unit

Economic reporting is of very high quality, especial-
ly in the macro-economic field. There are some gaps
which can be handled by rearrangement of resources. CERP
reporting is complete and essentially on schedule.

At the same time, petroleum reporting, although
excellent, has decreased somewhat from the heady days
of the recent past and minerals reporting has not
been adequately covered. It is therefore recommended
that the petroleum reporting officer also be given
responsibility for reporting on minerals. (Recommenda-
tion 4-1)

While CERP reporting generally lends itself to
the Airgram format, the Embassy should consider greater
use of telegrams in all of its reporting. This would
e.nsure better distribution and improve timeliness.
Telegrams are clso cheaper than airgrams. The Section
should also decrease its reliance on memorandums of
conversation and develop more telegraphic reporting.
Kemcons receive inadequate distribution and seem' to
attract little attention.

UNCLASSIFIED
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The acquisition of reliable economic data and

ether information is often difficult in Iran. The

Section has been particularly able in its efforts to

obtain such information. It has developed excellent

analysis and sound interpretation of much of this

complicated but important material. The Section's
i o 1 at ionsh ip with financial institutions is particularly

noteworthy and its liaison and support of the large local

American banking community in' Iran is outstanding. The

us Department of the Treasury is pleased with the

i epor ting and analysis produced by the Unit.

E. Commercial Unit

The Commercial Unit is composed of an R-2 Commercial

Attache seconded from the Department of Commerce,
imported by an 0-5 Assistant Commercial Attache, an 0-6

commercial Officer, and usually a rotational officer,

although not always on a full-time basis. As with the

Economic Unit, there has been difficulty in developing

adequate information needed by American commercial

interests. Such difficulties contribute to the often

low re cponses to WTDR and ADS requests. The Inspectors

uggested that to alleviate these delays which have

caused considerable backlogs (although they were reduced

during the Inspection), the Commercial Unit should

state when making a request for local information
that a reply will be made to Washington at the expiration

of 30 days. If the company being queried wishes more

time, it should so inform the Commercial Unit.

The Inspectors also suggested that after 30 days, if

there was no adequate response forthcoming, the Unit

should reply to Washington with the amount of material

then available and state that if further information is

developed it will be submitted. Such interim reporting

would reduce the backlogs and should not detract from the

overall quality of the reports.

The Assistant Commercial Attache, an 0-5, is on

tier first ass ignment as a Commercial Officer. There are

seven local employees serving in the section. They are

generally supervised by the junior rotational officer.
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The quality of their work is mixed as is their attendance
record. This may be because they have had inadequate and
inconsistent supervision. They know that the rotational
officer will soon leave, and are inclined not to pay
close attention to his guidance. It is therefore recom-
mended that supervision of the locals be under the
Assistant Commercial Attache rather than the rota-
tional junior officer. This would also reduce the
gaps in supervision that occur when a junior rota-
tional officer is not assigned to the Section. (Recom-
mendation 4-2)

A Market Research Officer from the E/C Section
is generally assigned to the Trade Center. This important
position also provides useful services to the E/C Section
and can be important in the sound development of trade
opportunities. The function and position should be
continued, whatever the disposition of the Trade Center.
(Recommendation 4-3)

The Commercial Library is adequate, but its location
is not conducive to use. It should be relocated as it is
not really accessable to the public. (Recommendation
4-4; see also Inspection Memorandum No. 6b)

The hours of operation of the E/C Section are, as
with the rest of the Embassy, 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Most commercial institutions in Tehran are open at 9:30
or 10 a.m. and close about 6 p.m. Further, they work
different days of the week from the rest of the community.
Therefore, the Embassy should review the hours of the E/C
Section with a view to obtaining more efficiency.
Whether or not the rest of the Embassy changes its
working hours and days to coincide with local practice,
the Commercial Unit might well do so, perhaps with one of
its employees on duty during the regular workday.
(Recommendation 4-5)

A local commercial newsletter is produced about four
times a year. Its publication is usually delayed
by production problems. Hopefully, this will be improved
when a new high-speed press is acquired by ICA.
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Commercial opportunities in the three Consular

Districts need more aggressive pursuit. The Unit shou

host meetings in Tehran with the Principal Officers to

discuss trade, and marketing oppor tun . t ies .
(Recommenoa-

tion 4-6)

C . Joint Commission

The Joint Commission was established in 1974 to

improve technical assistance and technology transfer

to
P
Iran along lines similar to those provided in the

AID context, but with the costs F aid by Iran. (The

AID Mission was closed in 1967.)

The Joint Commission Officer on the US Embassy

staff was, until recently, assigned to the Economic/

Commercial Section. This proved not to be a full time

job, and the function has been transferred to the Staff

Aide who carries it as a collateral duty.

The US-Iran Joint Commission is composed of five

committees:

1 Economic and Finance, including subcommittees

on trade, health, housing, transportation, and electro

nics (the latter is not yet active) ;

2. Manpower and Technical Cooperation, including

labor;

3. Agriculture (see Inspection Memorandum 9d);

4. Energy, including nuclear, solar, oil, gas,

and rural electrification; and

5. Science, Technology and Education.

The Commission meets about twice a year when Commis-

sion coordinators present status reports on their

respective committee activities. In general, the Joint

Commission is reasonably active, in some sectors more

than others. However, it does focus atte"^° n .®

provide a coordinated across-the-board approach to

variety of subjects.
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As with other matters in the Government of Iran, the
Joint Commission activities experience some difficulties
in that the decision-making role is often at the cabine 1

:

level. The Commission is seen as a symbol of serious
cooperation between the United States and Iran.

RECOMMENDATIONS

4-1. Embassy Tehran should assign responsibility for
minerals reporting to the petroleum officer.

4-2. Embassy Tehran should assign responsibility for
supervision of local employees in the E/C Section to the
Assistant Commercial Attache.

4-3. Embassy Tehran should retain the position of Market
Research Officer filled by an FSO if the US Trade Center
in Tehran is closed, and assign the incumbent to
the E/C Section.

4-4, Embassy Tehran should relocate its Commercial
Library in a more accessible and pleasant area.

4-5. Embassy Tehran should review the working hours of
its E/C Section with a view to having them more in phase
with the business hours of Tehran.

4-6. Embassy Tehran should host a commercial/ trade
conference for the three Consulates in Iran at least once
a year.

Inspector Senior Inspector
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THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM no. 5

Post: Tehran July 1978

CONSULAR AFFAIRS

Facts
•

The Consular Section of Embassy Tehran is headed by
an FSO-3 Counselor for Consular Affairs. He also super-
vises all activities of the three constituent posts in
Iran.

When fully staffed, the Consular Section consists of
ten American officers (two of whom work only half-time in
the Section), 17 local employees, and six PIT employees,
all of whom are Americans.

The Consular Section is located in a separate
building about three blocks from the main Embassy com-
pound. During the summer rush, applications for student
visas are handled in another building, newly adapted for
the purpose, which is on the Embassy compound but which
is accessible from the street.

Evaluation and Conclusi c ns

A. Management

Consular operations have improv ed markedly si nce the
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last Inspection, an achievement ir.ade even more noteworthy
in view of the tremendous increase in workload in all
consular functions since that time. Non-immigrant visa
applications may reach 1OL..00 during this fiscal year,
as compared with 60,000 in FY 1976. Immigrant visas will
increase from about 2,100 to 3,700-3,800. American
citizens residing in Tehran's Consular District are
estimated at over 40,000, up from 28,000 two years
ago

.

Absorption of this vastly increased workload has
been trade possible by means of resourceful and imagina-
tive management techniques implemented by the Counselor
for Consular Affairs with the support of the Ambassador
and the DCM . Numerous changes, large and small, have
been effected to keep the Section current with increased
demands for services while improving responsiveness to
the public, both Iranian and American. This has been
done in spite of a basically inefficient plant and a
chronic shortage of American officers. Until very
recently, the American complement consisted of ten
officers, two of whom worked only half-time in the
Section. These two officers have now been transferred to
the Economic and Political sections, decreasing the
Consular complement to eight. Three new consular
positions have been approved for FY 1979, but the
prospects of them having trained in Farsi and on board
before the latter part of that fiscal year are dim
indeed

.

B. Visas

One of the most significant i mp>r ov erne n t s in the
Consular Section has been the opening of the new Student
Visa Annex in the former Marine House on the edge of the
Embassy compound. While the building could in no way be
described as ideal for a busy visa operation, available
space has been carefully organized to provide a logical
flow of applicants through the various stages of their
processing: for example, chairs in waiting room areas
are "color coded"--when an applicant is called from the
blue area for pre-screening and is then asked to take a
seat in the yellow area, he knows what is going to happen
next: the visa interview.

- 3 -

To an observer the most striking aspect of the
new student facilities is the air of ser-.nity and
efficiency which prevails. Although the biggest rush
of the student visa season is yet to com -r, it was
apparent that it will be met with considerably less
discomfort to the applicants and strain on the serves of
the staff than heretofore.

Processing of non- imim i g r an t visas in the main
consular building -has improved as well. A parking
area has been covered to provide an off-the-strc-et
assembly area for applicants, who are given numbers
and admitted to the NIV area in small groups. The
i ocently arrived Consular Officer in charge of the
niv Unit screens passports and applications as they
are submitted to sort out cases in which visas clearly
can be issued without an interview ( non- f i r s t- 1 ime
.-opl icants , etc.) In these cases (roughly 30 percent)
the individual is told he may leave without interview,
and to return in the afternoon to pick up the visaed
i assport. The remainder of the applicants are then
y re-screened by PIT American employees. Consular officers,
or junior officers from other sections of the Embassy,
who rotate to the Consular Section on a weekly schedule
to provide assistance during the rush season. This step
eliminates those whose documents are in order and who
appear eligible for a visa without further interview, and
those whose applications must be refused under 221(g) for
lack of proper documentation. The roughly ten percent
who remain after this step, who appear to the screeners
to be ineligible under 214(b) or other statutory grounds,
ic-ceive an in-depth interview by another Consular Officer
to determine their eligibility for the visas they seek.

A weakness in this system as presently operated is
that applications which are passed by PIT employees in
the pre-screening stage are not reviewed or approved for
visa issuance by a Consular Officer. Officers do not
sign the visas, as the visa stamp bears the signature of
the Consul General. In effect, PIT American employees
ire approving visas for issuance. Without questioning
t tie competence or dedication of these employees, the
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Inspectors believe this practice must be discontinued,
and a Consular Officer should review all cases pre-
screened by a non-Consular Officer. (Recommendation
5-1)

The Chief of the Consular Section is not reviewing
and initialing NIV refusals as required by CA-4058 of
June 12, 1975. Since there is so much rotation of
officers in the NIV Unit, it appears especially important
that refusals (other than those based on lack of documen-
tation) be reviewed by an experienced officer to maintain
uniformity. The refusals to be reviewed amount to only
about five percent of the applications handled each day,
ana should not prove an undue burden for the Section
Chief. (Recommendation 5-2)

Immigrant visa workload has also increased. At
the present level of 3,700 per year, it can still
be handled by the staff of one officer, one American
PIT, and three local employees. However, the vastly
increased travel of students and other Iranians to
the US is bound to have an upward impact on immigration
levels. Telephoned and written requests for information
on immigrant visas are already severely straining the
resources of the Unit. In the near future, either more
officer and staff help must be provided or other func-
tions now performed in the Unit, such as approval of
petitions, re-entry permit applications, examination of
applications for investor status, etc., will have to be
farmed out elsewhere.

Supervision by the Chief of Section is excellent
and wins high praise from all members of the staff.
He provides the right combination of guidance and
encouragement of initiative.

Considering Embassy Tehran's reputation as one
of the most difficult consular posts in the Service,
•morale of American and' local staff is remarkably high.
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At the same time, junior officers serving in
the Consular Section consistently express a feeling
,.f separation from the rest of the mission. Workload
i t essures and distance from the Embassy preclude their
..t tendance at the weekly Country Team meeting. Contacts
with other officers are infrequent during the working
• lay. The reading file is maintained in the Communica-
tions Center, in the main Embassy building, requiring a
10-15 minute walk each way for anyone from the Consular

:
*

• c t ion

.

The Inspectors believe that the Embassy should
•t .ike the reading file more readily available to Consular
officers by having a duplicate file delivered to the
uisular annex on a daily basis. (Recommendation 5-3)

Although junior officers are encouraged to attend
'ho weekly Country Team meetings, those assigned to the
t orisular Section do not generally attend because of work
pressures. The Inspectors believe greater efforts should

made to have these officers attend staff meetings.
.i,o Chief of the Consular Section should have one officer
, i company him each week, establishing a roster to enable

• itsences for this purpose to be more easily covered.
: Recommendation 5-4)

C . Consular Per sonnel Re sourc e a nd _T r a in i ncj

The Embassy has developed an active rotational
: rogram for junior officers which provides experience in

1

1

least two functions during their assignment to Tehran.
Apparently inadvertently, one junior officer (Position
ib-332) in the Consular Section was not included in this
rotational program. This should be corrected so that
il. is officer receives the same opportunity for out-of-

• rie experience as the rest of the participants in the
'unior Officer Program. (Recommendation 5-5)

In addition to the above training, the Chief of the
i nnsular Section rotates officers within the Section to
l iovide them with training in various consular functions

I. well as relief from the pressures of "visa mill"
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operations. Very few visa applicants and even fewer
Iranian officials in middle or lower echelon positions
speak English. The Inspectors believe that Farsi -

training is essential for all consular positions except
that of the Chief of Section. (Recommendation 5-6)
The Inspectors had the impression that these positions
were already 1 anguage-des igna ted , but two recently-
arrived officers were not provided language training, and
one was specifically told 'it was not required. The
Embassy and the Department should see that all these
positions are language-designated and that all officers
assigned to fill them do indeed receive Farsi training.
At the same time, the Farsi language training program
should be reviewed to assure that it is up to date. Many
critics of the program claim that the Farsi taught at FSI
is not the Farsi spoken in the Tehran of today. Others
complain that there is too much emphasis on written Farsi
in the course, for which there is little need in Tehran.
(Recommendation 5-7)

D. The Problem of Student Vis as

I The question of whether scholastic, financial,
and/or other standards for issuing student visas to
Iranians might be set too low is one which troubles
many of the Consular Officers who interview student
visa applicants. The suspicion is strong, though
unverified as yet, that large numbers of Iranian students
violate their status by taking employment in the United
States. The rate of adjustment of status of those
students who have been in the US for several years is
also troubling. (A spot check of visa files by the
Inspectors indicated that their rate of adjustment could
be 25 percent or higher.)

There are also doubts as to whether the education
the Iranians receive in the predominantly small and
academically undistinguished schools they attend will
really enable them to pursue the types of careers they
want upon their return to Iran. If not, what are the
implications for future stability in Iran and for US
foreign policy?
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As the number of student visas issued annually
in Iran rises from a few thousand in the early 70'sto an estimated 20,000 in the current year, it would
appear increasingly important that answers to thesequestions be found. It would appear appropriate for theDepartment (NEA/IRN and CA/VO) and the Immigration and•atu! =lization Service to compile and analyze data which<oulo provide reasonably accurate statistics on the••tuay, work, and adjustment patterns of Iranian students,leading to a meaningful analysis of whether or not the«itea problems do indeed exist. (Recommendation 5-8 and

RECOMM ENDATIONS

'"I. Embassy Tehran should ensure that all non-immigrant
visas issued are approved by a Consular Officer.

t-2. Embassy Tehran should ensure that the Chief of the
i onsular Section reviews all non-immiqrant visa refusals
:s required by CA-4058 of June 12, 1975.

'-3 Embassy Tehran should provide the Consular Section
v.ith a ouplicate of the reading file tc assist officerssigned to the Section in keeping abreast of the activi-
1 its of the Mission.

'>4 Embassy Tehran should ensure that one ConsularOfficer accompanies the Chief of the Consular Section to•ach weekly Country Team meeting on a rotational basis.

‘.5 Embassy Tehran should ensure that the junior"iricer presently occupying position 30-332 in the•faffing pattern is included in the junior officer
t ota tional training program.

'.6 The Department (PER/FCA) and the Embassy shouldicquire that all consular positions except that ofbe Chief of Section be language designated in Farsi.
. hey should also ensure that no officers are assigned tothese positions without Farsi language training.
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5.7 The Department (K/FSI) should review the Farsi
language program at FSI to assure that it is providing
training in the Farsi actualy spoken in Iran at the
present time.

5-8. The Department (CA/VO and NEA/IRN) with the partici
pation of ICA and the Immigration and Naturalization
Service should study the pattern of life in the United
States of Iranian students. The study should include
their rate of change of status, their pattern of employ-
ment, the types of institutions they attend and their
performance

.

5-9. Embassy Tehran should establish a select committee
to review the standards by which student visas are issued
in Iran. Under the direction of the DCK, the committee
should include officers from the Consular Section, the
Cultural Affairs Section of ICA, and the Political
Section. It should set guidelines concerning grades,
financial support, English language comprehension, and
the appropriateness of the proposed study, with emphasis
on pre-university training.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

lost: Tehran

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM No. 6a

July 1978

ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATIONS

The Administrative Section includes 24 American
..nd 145 FSL employees, 14 Marine Security Guards, one
rabee, and about 150 contract workers. Its office's
ue at various places in the Embassy Compound and the
based Embasy office annex.

i va luation and Conclusions

Although the Administrative Counselor, who departed
"chran in late June 1978, had an unusual management
tyle, it worked very well for him and produced an
•Ifective administrative operation that resolved short-
term problems. He used the hub of a wheel type of
r.inagement, giving primary attention to top management
needs, special projects, and problem areas. He did not
i ill the 0-3 General Services Officer position, but
eparately directed each of the General Services Officers,

lie utilized an 0-5 Management Analysis Officer (MAO), one
nf whose duties was to make selective internal reviews of
the Embassy's administrative operations.

LIMITED DISTRIBUTION

*, „ Foreign Service post, this memorandum may be released only to members of the stall directly

e,ned. In Washington, distribution outside the Department oI State may be mode only by the

i -tfieclor General of the Foreign Service.
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The MAO acted as <^e facto Acting Administrative
Counselor, during the absence of the Administrative
Counselor. He was able to do so successfully because the
Administrative branch chiefs, although older than the MAO,
knew little about overall administrative operations and,

therefore, were not anxious to assume responsibility for
them. The departed Administrative Counselor did not hold
staff meetings, which limited general knowledge of
Administrative Operations throughout the Section.

This type of management cannot easily be grafted
onto the Department's traditional pyramid type of organi-
zation and is not necessarily an improvement. Better use
of the manpower available to the Department under its
personnel ceilings can probably be made by strengthening
direct supervision. For this reason, the Inspectors
recommended that the vacant 0-3 General Services Officer
position be filled as planned and that the title of the
MAO position (50-2130-436) be changed to General Services
Officer. The incumbent is presently serving as a General
Services Officer, and his major task, finding uses for

the WANG mini-computer, properly belongs under the
direction of the Supervisory General Services Officer.
(Recommendation 6a-l)

One of the actions taken by the departed Administra-
tive Counselor was to order a Wang mini-computer at a

cost of about $96,400. No specific applications were
devised before the order was placed, but the equipment is

compatible with those being installed at other posts.
Embassy Tehran plans to borrow programs which have been
devised for the Wang computer at Embassy Seoul. Instead
of properly budgeting for the Embassy Tehran computer,
part of the cost ($24,429) is being borne by the US
Employees' Association, and part is being charged to
proceeds of the sale of nonexpendable property ($20,812).
The remainder will be charged to the Department's S6.E

shared allotment. This is a wholly irregular procedure.
'Adequate provisions have not been made to provide opera-
tors for this computer once it has been installed. To
assure that the computer operation is cost effective,
i.e., personnel spaces eliminated and needed mamagement
data obtained to offset all costs of ttie computer opera-
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tion, a joint Department and Embassy Tehran review is
lequired. The review should also include a determination
of the number of personnel required to operate the
computer system and the proper financing of the computer.
(Recommendation 6a-2)

RECOMMENDATIONS

(>a-l. The Department (PER, NEA/EX,) should change the
title of Management Analysis' Of ficer position (50-2630-
436) at Embassy Tehran to General Services Officer.

ta-2. The Department (A/ISO and NEA/EX) and Embassy
Tehran should perform a joint review of the planned
computer operation to assure that it is cost effective,
necessary personnel are available to operate the system
and the purchase of the computer is properly financed.

TlA-
Lawrence A. Fowler

Inspector Senior Inspector
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN

)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM No . 6b

Post: Tehran July 1978

PERSONNEL OPERATIONS

Facts

Some 104 American and 837 FSL employees of US
Government agencies in Iran comprise the full-service
clientele of the Personnel Branch. Its staff consists of
two American and nine FSL employees. One of the latter
occupies an Army position.

The 104 Americans mentioned above are employees
of State, 1CA, FAS, and Commerce. Another 73 Americans
and 270 dependents are provided limited assistance by the
Personnel Branch. Of the 837 FSL employees, about 593
are employed by US military organizations.

Evaluation and Conclusions

Personnel operations are generally well managed.
Attempts are made to prevent problems in this area
from developing and to solve those which arise on a
timely basis.

Considering the apt description of Tehran as
one massive traffic jam, the morale of American employees
at the Embassy is reasonably good. Tehran is a vast

LIMITED DISTRIBUTION

At o Foreign Service post, this memorandum may be released only to members of the staff directly

concerned. In Washington, distribution outside the Department of State may be mode only by the

Inspector General of the Foreign Service.
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metropolitan city with few amenities. The Embassy has
made special efforts in the recent past to provide
adequate housing to its American employees.

An RU-3 Personnel Officer is i., charge of the
Personnel Branch, but he has dele cited management
of the American personnel program to his subordinate
R-6 Personnel Officer and concentrates almost exclusively
on management of the local personnel program.

In discussions with the Inspectors, the senior
Personnel Officer explained this curiosity by stating
that management of the local personnel program presents a
challenge to him, while the management of the American
personnel program would be routine.

He has made a recent local wage survey, which
was published in April 1978, and is currently making
a comprehensive study of the classification of local
positions. Further, he is in the process of estab-
lishing a local employees' council to discuss and
advise on matters of concern to the local employees
and help develop solutions, a project which appears
to have merit.

The junior Personnel Officer is serving her first
tour as a Personnel Officer. About half of her time is
devoted to counseling American employees or their depen-
dents, and most of the rest to paperwork related to them.
She will complete her tour this year without having
gained experience in the management of a local personnel
program.

Minor misunderstandings have developed at the
post, because the Personnel Branch is divided de facto
into two independent organizations. Some American
employees have expressed surprise upon discovering that
the senior Personnel Officer has not involved himself in
their personnel matters. Individuals requesting assis-
tance on local personnel matters sometimes express
annoyance when advised that the junior Personnel Officer
is unable to help them. Also, questions have arisen as
to the proper chain of command for the junior Personnel
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Officer to follow under these circumstances. Even though
she has done a very creditable job, she should have
received comprehensive training in personnel work.
(Recommt-ndat ion 6.b-l)

As the result of the reclassification of local
position's, promotions are being made where only the
senior Personnel Officer and the responsible super-
visor concur. The danger of this limited review is that
grade creep can occur. For purposes of uniformity, the
senior Personnel Officer plans to classify the positions
of about 200 contract workers. He should not do this,
since these are not Government employees. The Inspectors
recommended that the post re-establish a Promotion Review
Board to help insure against grade creep and stop plans
for classifying contract workers. (Recommendation 6b-2)

An FSL Security Specialist is nominally assigned
to the Personnel Branch. His annual salary is the
equivalent of $14,000. He is serving as a permanent
night Associate Duty Officer from Wednesday through
Sunday. (However, problems are fully handled by the
regular American and FSL duty officers.) The position is
unnecessary and should be abolished. (Recommendation
6b-3) If practicable, the employee should be trans-
ferred to another opening.

An FSL Personnel Technician collects cash from
local employees desiring additional medical coverage for
their parents or children over 18 years old and takes
these collections to the insuring hospital. Since she is
acting in her capacity as an agent of the US Government,
the B&F Officer should establish formal controls over
these collections and disbursements. (Recommendation
6b-4)

Adequate working space has not been provided to
the Personnel Office for receiving visitors, counseling
local employees, and testing applicants. Both the
Personnel Branch and the Commercial Library are located
on the second floor of a small building near the main
gate to the Embassy Compound. Additional space could be
made available to the Personnel Branch by moving the
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Commercial Library to temporary quarters elsewhere on the
Embassy Compound or vice versa. (Recommendation 6b-5)

During their visit, the Inspectors met with a
representative group of FSL employees to discuss matters
currently of concern to them. Soir. of these are listed
below:

Each wage shown in the Local Employees Compensa-
tion Plan is divided between basic salary and fringe
benefits. Civil Service retirement deductions are taken
only on the basic salary, which ; s not to the advantage
of the FSL employees. They request that the two cate-
gories be combined under basic salary.

A number of FSL employees in Iran worked for the
Master Joint Fund, which was a joint US-Iran entity. it
lasted about five years. Most of those affected had been
USG employees before being transferred to the Fund but
have been denied retirement credit by AID for the years
during which they worked for the Fund. They believe that
they were, in fact, USG employees during that period.

Medical care for FSL employees in Tehran is
provided only at Tehran General Hospital under the
Embassy’s plan. A general medical insurance plan would
be much more beneficial.

-- Medical care for an FSL dependent ends at
18 years of age unless an additional premium is paid.
Some other employers provide coverage up to 25 years of
age if the dependent remains a student.

— Bank and other institutional loans are difficult
to obtain in Iran. Employers normally fill the gap.
Information on ways to establish and manage a credit
union would be helpful.

— The starting hour of 7:30 a.m. is too early
during the winter months. A later starting time would be
preferable during that part of the year.
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These matters were discussed with the Administrative
Counselor and the two Personnel Officers prior to the
departure of the Inspectors. They agreed that each of
the suggestions has merit and will be given appropriate
consideration. (Recommendation 6b-6)

RECOMMENDATIONS

6b-l. Embassy Tehran should assure that any first-tour
Personnel Officer assigned to the post in the future is

given the opportunity to manage both the American and
local personnel programs on a rotational basis.

6b-2. Embassy Tehran should re-establish a Promotion
Review Board to help insure against grade creep and stop
plans for classifying contract workers.

6b-3 . Embassy Tehran should abolish the FSL Security
Specialist position No. 510.2.

6b-4. Embassy Tehran should establish formal controls
over cash being collected in its Personnel Branch from
local employees for medical insurance coverage of their
parents or children over 18 years old.

6b-5. Embassy Tehran should provide adequate space for
its Personnel Branch.

6b-6. Embassy Tehran should attempt to resolve the
matters of concern to FSL employees which are listed in
Inspection Memorandum 6b of July 1978 and distribute a

written summary of the results of its actions to all FSL
employees at the Embassy and its constituent posts.

Inspector Senior Inspector
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM No . 6c

Post: Tehran July 1978

BUDGET AND FI SCAL OPERATIONS

Facts

Two American and 19 FSL employees work in the
Budget and Fiscal Office, which is located in the
leased Embassy office annex. The two Americans have
the titles of Budget and Management ( B&M) Officer and
Budget and Fiscal ( B & F ) Officer.

Evaluatio n a nd Con clusi ons

The Inspectors' overall impression is that the B&F
Office is functioning reasonably well, but could do
better with fewer people if its procedures were stream-
lined. In March 1978 only 339 vouchers were processed.
Most of the FSL employees are eompar titental ized , both
physically and functionally. Few have been cross-trained.
As a result the B&M and B&F Officers have no way of
comparing the relative production of their FSL employees
or of gaining useful feedback from them as to ways to
improve operations. To remedy this, the Inspectors
recommend that the Funds Control Unit and the Voucher
Unit be combined into a Fiscal Unit and that the work be
divided by allotment; that is, the same Fiscal Specia-
list would be both the accountant and voucher examiner
for his allotment (s) . The Fiscal Specialis t s should be

LIMITED DISTRIBUTION
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rotated about every six months until each knows how to do
every task in the Unit. (Recommendation 6c-l)

The Fiscal Unit should be placed under the direct
supervision of the American B&F Officer. If this were
done, FSL Position 530.1, B&F Officer, could be abo-
lished. (Recommendation 6c-2)

To establish internal control, responsibility for
distributing incoming checks from RFC Paris should be
transferred from the RFC Liaison Unit to a Mail Clerk.
The latter should report directly to the B&M Officer.
Responsibility for forwarding documents to RFC Paris
should remain the responsibility of the RFC Liaison Unit,
which should be reduced to one individual. She should
report directly to the American B&F Officer, who is also
the Certifying Officer. The objective would be to
prevent any one individual from submitting a voucher and
then also obtaining a check for that voucher. (Recommen-
dation 6c-3)

Procedures should be established whereby applicable
accounting data is shewn on all obligation and expendi-
ture documents sent to the B&F Office. Vouchers should
be typed in the originating offices, not in the B&F
Office, and approved before they are sent to the B&F
Office. This change should apply to all bills— including
those to be paid from petty cash in those cases where the
benefitting offices desire to approve such charges.
(Recommendation 6c-3)

Cash reimbursement voucher processing in the B&F
Office is unnecessarily complicated at the present time
resulting in long delays before the vouchers are
forwarded to RFC Paris and increasing the possibility
that irregularities will not be detected in a timely
manner. Some of the subvouchers on hand as of July 3,
1978, were dated in April and May 1978. Procedures
should be revised so that accounting .data (strip coding)
is shown on each petty cash subvoucher at the time of
payment and that each Cashier summarizes the accounting
data on his reimbursement vouchers. Since many of the
supporting documents are in Farsi, a special Petty Cash
Voucher Examiner should continue to see that the transla-
tions are correct, that the documents are valid, and that
the amounts are correct. Since the incumbent Petty Cash
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the B&M Officer so that the American B&F Officer may
concentrate on supervising the proposed Fiscal Unit
and expediting the processing of vouchers. (I.ecommenda-

tion 6c-4)

If these changes were made, a number of FSL posi-
tions in the B&F Office could be abolished, but the
reorganization would be traumatic for the long-term FSL

employees. We suggest, therefore, that the next four

vacancies in the B&F Office not be filled when an FSL

retires until the new organization is fully functional

and the actual number of employees which can be gainfully

employed has been determined. (Recommendat ion 6c-4.)

Also, the amount of cash required for US operations

in Iran could be reduced. The Embassy Class B Cashier

alone is presently accountable for $250,000. As soon as

the reorganization is comipleted, his advance should be

reduced to not more than $100,000. If extraordinary
amounts of cash should be required at any time, RFC Paris

should be requested to make a telegraphic transfer of

cash to the responsible Cashier. (Recommendat ion 6c-3)

At present, the Embassy Class B Cashier's office is

located on the second floor of the leased Embassy office
annex, apart from the other B&F offices which are on the

fourth and fifth floors of the same building. Visitors

to the Consular Section are continually asking for

information at the Cashier's office or requesting change
for currency. The Consular Section has a storeroom on

the fifth floor which is large enough for a Cashier's
office. The Inspectors recommend that a trade be made

cf the spaces. They also recommend that the Consular
Cashier be designated as a Subcashier and given a

small change fund. (Recommendation 6c-4)

Three people are currently working in the Embassy
Cashier's office; the Class B Cashier, a Subcashier, and

a contract "summer-hire." One Cashier would be adequate.

Since the Subcashier is doing the actual cash disburse-
ments, the Inspectors recommend that he be redesignated
as the Class B Cashier. The incumbent Class B Cashier

might be transferred to the Petty Cash Voucher Examiner
position mentioned above until he retires. Neither the
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"summer-hire" nor anyone other than a designated Cashier
should be in the Cashier's office or have access to the
cash. (Recommendation 6c-4)

Various ways are feasible to reduce the Embassy
Cashier's workload and expedite the processing of his
documents. For example, accommodation exchanges could be
discouraged, especially since the US Employees' Associa-
tion provides a competing service. This would be done by
further limiting the times for accommodation exchanges.
Collections for interested party messages might be
made by a Consular Subcashier, rather than by the
Embassy Class B Cashier. The window of the Cashier's
office could be closed entirely one or two days a week so
that the Cashier may prepare his reimbursement vouchers
and other documents for transmittal to RFC Paris without
being distracted. (Recommendtion 6c-4)

Security over cash in the Embassy Cashier's office
should be strengthened. At present, the Subcashier keeps
large amounts of cash in key-locked wooden drawers under
his window during the day and in a locker, which is kept
in a vault-like closet, at night. The Consular Cashier
also sets her key-locked cash box in this closet at
night. Both the Class B Cashier and the Subcashier have
the combination to the closet. The "summer hire’ some-
times handles the Subcashier's funds. Subvouchers
constituting part of the Class B Cashier's accountable
funds were scattered among various B&F employees at
the time that the Inspectors witnessed a cash verifi-
cation on July 3, 1978. This verification, under the
cumbersome RFC system, took about ten hours. As has
often been reported in the past, neither the Verifying
Officer nor the Inspectors can be sure that the numerous
items in transit are bonafide at the time that the
reconciliation statement is prepared. (Recommendation
6c-3)

RECOMMENDATIONS

6c-l. Embassy Tehran should reorganize its B&F Office
and streamline its fiscal procedures as outlined above.
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6c-2. Embassy Tehran should abolish FSL Position 530.1,
B&F Officer, at Embassy Tehran.

6c-3. Embassy Tehran should improve the internal
controls over cash under its jurisdiction as outlined
above and reduce the cash advance to $100,000.

6c-4. Embassy Tehran should • not replace the next four
FSL employees in its B&F Office who retire until the
Office has been reorganized and the actual number of
employees which can be gainfully employed has been
determined.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM No . 6d

Post: Tehran July 1978

COMMUNICATIONS AND RECORDS

Facts

The Communications and Records (C&R) Section
is staffed by nine American and 20 local employees.
Two of the Americans are regional technicians. Cable,
mail and pouch traffic has increased over the past year,
and because of ongoing increases in the size of supported
agencies is not expected to diminish in the near future.

Eval uation and Conclusions

C&R operations have improved since the last Inspec-
tion. Major accompl ishments include the successful
installation of a complete new telephone system which
replaced Embassy Tehran’s archaic system. Arrangements
are also being made to provide direct lines to the
ARMISH/MAAG which, given the size and volume of Depart-
ment of Defense activities in Iran, (see Inspection
Memorandum 9a) is essential.

Cable traffic, for the most part, has been handled
expeditiously, although the Communications Unit has teen
operating the past few months with less than its full
complement of communicators. Limited overtime plus the
employment of a P IT employee for reproduction and distri-
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bution have helped to alleviate serious backlogs. There
have been occasions, however, where outgoing cables
delivered late in the day have been held up for as
much as two days. It is believed that installation
of a complete TERP system will solve the remaining
cable processing problems. Although a TERP system
is programmed for Embassy Tehran, no definitive installa-
tion date has been set.

As an interim measure which C&R personnel believe
will solve the problem of processing outgoing cables, C&R
is proposing the advanced installation of an Optical
Character Reader (OCR) . The OCR is part of the TERP
package and would continue to be used when TERP is
installed. In the meantime, the backlog would be cleared
and all required OCR training would be accomplished.
(Recommendation 6d-l)

Records management has also been a problem.
The post subject files are maintained on a decentralized
basis. Over two years of files which should have been
retired have accumulated. Efforts by C&R personnel to
resolve the problem met with little success until just
recently when the newly arrived DCM emphasized the
importance of records management. Since that time
cooperation from the various offices and sections has
improved and with continued emphasis the problem should
be resolved.

The Inspectors noted one other area which should
be addressed by Embassy Tehran in order to preclude
potential problems in the future. Recently, a commercial
telex machine was installed in the Mail and Pouch Room.
Eventually, plans call for a direct hookup with Consulate
operations to expedite private party telegrams. In the
interim, commercial cables have been sent for the
Employees' Association which was placing urgent orders
and following up on late and/or missing shipments. To
date no bills have been 'received from the telegraph
company but they are expected. However, procedures have
not been established for the recording, billing, and
collection of fees for the cables. The Inspectors
believe that a procedure, similar to the one in effect
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for long distance phone calls, should be established that
would ensure collection by the B&F Office rather than
having funds pass through C&R. (Recommendation 6d-2)

RECOMMENDATIONS

(>d-l. Embassy Tehran should, in conjunction with the
neparment (A/OC) , review the status of TERP installation
and the viability of installing an OCR as an interim
measure

.

6d-2. Embassy Tehran should establish formal procedures
for the billing and collection of commercial telex fees
ensuring that responsibilities are established and
understood by personnel involved.

7

Alan Berenson
Inspector

“'Charles T. Cross
Senior Inspector
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM no. s e

Post: Tehran July 1978

GENERAL SERVICES OPERATIONS

Facts

The General Services Office is the largest State
element at the post with four American Officers and 69
local employees authorized. In addition, there are about
65 contract employees excluding guards. The Office
encompasses building and maintenance operations, procure-
ment, warehousing, customs and transportation and resi-
dential leasing. Support is provided to State, ICA,
Commerce, Agriculture, IRS and DEA activities.

Evaluation and Conclusions

A. Contracting for Services

Overall, the office has performed well, considering
the heavy workload involved in providing support to a

j

Mission of this size. Since the last Inspection,
j

increased emphasis has been placed on improving employee
morale and the operations of the Office have been
d irected toward that goal with considerable success. But

\

the Office is not without its problems, most of which are
jknown and can be corrected locally. One area however, <

contracting for services, may never be truly solvable
j

without relief from regulatory requirements. \
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Embassy Tehran is in the same situation as mostposts in the less sophisticated parts of the world.
It must acquire a variety of services ranging from
gardening to furniture refinishing. Moreover, personnel
pace limitations preclude the direct hire of employees
to perform the services. But the local economy has not
reached the point where all required services can be
provided through true non-personal service contracts.
Consequently, Embassy Tehran is using personal service
contracts to obtain services other than janitorial and
gardening services, which can be and are procured through
true non-personal service contracts.

At the time of the Inspection, there were seven
contracts for services in Tehran valued at over $700,000
a year. As mentioned, two con t r ac ts—gar den ing and
janitorial serv ices—were performed on a non-personal
cervices basis. The remaining contracts were personal
services in nature and performance. For example, the
building and maintenance contract provided for mainte-
nance and warehouse personnel, drivers, painters, and so
forth. The personnel employed were recruited, hired,
trained, and directly supervised by Embassy personnel.
The same was true for the guard contract.

Given these circumstances, plus the fact that
many contract employees were once direct-hire employees
and had worked at the same job for over twenty years, the
contract employees perceived themselves as employees of
the US Government. Confusion and/or misunderstandings
were further compounded by the actions of some Embassy
personnel. Rather than dealing with the contracting
officer or his designated representative, contract
employees' grievances, disputes, and requests for payraises are discussed with US supervisors and the Embassy
Personnel Officer. This officer, though not the Contract-
ing Officer's representative on any contract except theUSEA contract, takes it upon himself at times to discuss
and even promise salary increases and improved benefits
and attempted to establish pay plans for contract
employees. (Recommendation 6e-l)
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The so-called contractor basically provided payroll
service and some coordination. During the Inspection,
plans were being made to transfer the building and
maintenance contract and the guard contract to the
Employees' Association, which again, could be a con-
tractor in name only. Guard services in Tehran are
provided by various companies. The Inspectors recommend
that every effort be made to bring these contracts into
compliance with the Department's guidance (A-2007, May 5,

1977). These should include contracting with firms that
provide these services and arranging for the Employees'
Association to provide the necessary supervision and
manage the contract personnel. (Recommendation 6e-2)

In addition to the service contracts for local
employees, the Embassy has a blanket contract with
the Employees' Association to provide US citizen person-
nel on a temporary basis. Here again, the contract
method is taken primarily as an expedient. The contract
is mainly used to speed up the placement of PIT employees
while administrative requirements (security, establish-
ment of payroll, personnel records, and so forth ) are
being completed. The employees are recruited, inter-
viewed, and hired by Embassy Tehran. Most never set foot
in the Employees' Association offices. Rather, the
personnel office sends a notice to the Association
delineating who is to be on the Association payroll. In

one instance, a PIT employee in Tabriz was working for
three weeks before the notice from the Personnel Office
was even sent to the Association. Until that time, the
only one responsible for the employee's salary was the
Principal Officer. Increased emphasis on planning and
forecasting of replacements to ensure completion of
administrative requirements is necessary to avoid using
the contract for this purpose. (Recommendation 6e.3)

There was no documentation available to show
that pre-award reviews were being made before contracts
were awarded. Consequently, there was no assurance that
the best price possible was obtained when the cleaning
and gardening contracts were awarded. Both contracts
were advertised and responsive bids were received from a

sizable number of bidders. However, the contracts were
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awarded to the same individual who had the previous
contracts and was also the building, maintenance and
guard contractor. In both instances, lower bids were
received from others, but the j s - If icat ions for award
were not substantiated and in one instance all costs were
not included in determining the successful bidder.
(Recommedation 6e-4)

B. Inventory Control

A physical inventory of nonexpendable supplies
had not been completed since 1976. An inventory was
in process during the Inspection It is doubtful that the
inventory will be completed in a reasonable period of
time or if a meaningful reconciliation can be made
because stock record card balances include both warehouse
stocks and items issued to offices and residences. As a
result, time-consuming and unnecessary attempts will be
necessary to inventory all nonexpendable property includ-
ing items in offices and residences as well as the
warehouse in order to reconcile recorded balances.

Embassy Tehran should improve property control
and facilitate physical inventories by establishing
stock record cards for those items that are on hand
in the warehouse. Annual physical inventories can
then be made of warehouse stocks and reconciled to
recorded balances. Nonexpendable items that have
been issued should be accounted for on individual
household or office inventories and generally should
be inventoried when residents or accountable indi-
viduals change. (Recommendation 6e-5)

C. Housing Policy

Embassy Tehran should be complimented for its
efforts to obtain adequate leased housing for Mission
personnel. The Inspectors believe that accomplish-
ments in this one area have played a major role in
improving employee morale. However, whatever policy
exists concerning assignment is not current, and the
Housing Board was not representative of all Mission
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elements and was dormant. As a result, acceptance of
quarters has, at times, been subject to individual whim
and, although occupancy rates have remained high, there
have been instances of high-cost units remaining empty
for extended periods of time. In addition, preparation
of quarters for new arrivals was not always thorough and
additional clean-up was required by occupants. The
Inspectors believe that Embassy Tehran housing policy
should be formalized and published and that a Housing
Committee that is truly representative should be estab-
lished to provide balanced participation. (Recommenda-
tion 6e-6) Further, housing should be inspected tho-
roughly for cleanliness prior to occupancy by new
arrivals. (Recommendation 6e-7)

Motor Pool Operations

Motor pool operations could be enhanced by perform-
ing both vehicle utilization and gasoline consumption
studies. Gasoline issues average about 400 gallons a day
and will cost about 550,000 for 1978. Some vehicles,
even when considering Tehran's horrendous driving condi-
tions, are, at times, consuming inordinate amounts of
gasoline averaging only four miles a gallon. At other
times, the consumption rate was much better for the same
or similar vehicles. Consumption studies would help to
pinpoint possible causes for exceptionally high consump-
tion. The number of vehicles assigned to Embassy, Tehran
was not excessive. Some vehicles however were consist-
ently used for heavy duty service while other similar
vehicles were not. Vehicle utilization studies, if
performed, would enable better scheduling, and more even
usage thereby increasing the useful life and service-
ability of the entire fleet. Utilization studies would
also highlight any maintenance problems being encountered.
(Recommendation 6e-8)

RECOMMENDATIONS

6e-l . Embassy Tehran should insure that only personnel
authorized to negotiate with contractors and contract
employees deal directly with them.
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6e-2. Embassy Tehran should attempt to comply with the
Department's guidance (A-2007, May 5, 1977) on contract-
ing for services by contracting wit K firms that provide
the services and arranging with the Employees’ Associa-
tion to supervise and manage the contract employees.

6e-3. Embassy Tehran should establish procedures which
would ensure a minimum of delay in the administrative
processing of new PIT employees and curtail using the
contract with the Employees Association as a vehicle to
bring PIT employees on board.

6e-4. Embassy Tehran should establish a pre-award
review procedure to ensure that the contracting officer's
decisions are sound and supported.

6e-5. Embassy Tehran should establish stock record cards
for nonexpendable items showing balances for quantities
in stock in warehouses. Annual physical inventories
should be performed and reconciled to stock record card
balances. Household and office inventories should be
performed when there are changes in accountable personnel

6e-6. Embassy Tehran should formalize and publish a
current uniform housing policy and establish a Housing
Board to include broad representation, including staff
personnel

.

6e-7. Embassy Tehran should ensure by careful visual and
detailed inspection by US personnel that quarters are
properly and thoroughly cleaned prior to occupancy by new
arrivals.

6e-8. Embassy Tehran should perform vehicle, utilization
and gasoline consumption studies on a recurring basis.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM

Post: Tehran

MEDICAL

Facts

A US Army Hospital is located in Tehran. In
addition, the Embassy maintains a Health Unit at the
Embassy Compound which is staffed part-time by a contract
American nurse and an American physician. The respon-
sible Regional Medical Officer ( RMO ) is stationed at
Embassy Kuwait.

Largely due to the efforts of a concerned group
of American parents, an organization called the Social
Development Center (SDC) has been formed to operate a
psychological counseling service for Americans in Tehran.
SDC is staffed with an American psychiatrist, four
locally-recruited professional assistants, an administra-
tive assistant, and a secretary. The US Employees'
Association (USEA) acts as the banker and disbursing
agent for SDC. Otherwise, SDC operates as a separate
entity.

Evaluation and Conclusions

Medical care in Tehran is generally adequate;
but medical evacuations are made when deemed advisable
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by attending physicians. The Director of the Army
Hospital was opposed to the establishment of the Embassy
Health Unit and has not always been cooperative with
Health Unit personnel. To avoid possible complaints t>y
the Government of Iran, which funds The Army Hospital,
the Hospital has discontinued providing medical supplies
to the Health Unit even though the financing trust fund
was being reimbursed. The Health Unit now obtains its
medical supplies from the US Army in Germany.

Various American employees of the Embassy haveexpressed dissatisfaction with the rude service and
occasionally inadequate care provided at the Hospital.While similar complaints could probably be lodged
against almost any hospital, a method should be devised
by which such complaints are to be investigated and
faults corrected. One of the more repetitive complaints
about the Hospital is the $20 fee which is sometimes
charged and sometimes waived for repeat visits involving
the same illness. (Recommendation 6f-l)

A previous Ambassador objected to the plan ofM/MED to station an RMO in Tehran, since he hoped
to reduce the official US presence in Iran for security
reasons.

Although SDC operates under USEA patronage, it
provides counsel to all Americans in Iran and is largely
financed by American business firms. The SDC Director is
hired through a USEA contract, while other SDC employees
are hired directly by SDC, Since an employees' associa-
tion has no authority to provide services to unofficial
Americans, the responsibility for the financial oversight
of SDC should be transferred to the Tehran American
School or Community Church. M/MED would then make its
grant to SDC through the School or Church rather than
USEA. The School or Church would take on the role of
banker .and disbursing agent for SDC, but SDC would still
operate as a separate entity. (Recommendation 6f-2)

The Department (A/OPR and M/MED) have not provided
guidelines to the Embassy for SDC operations. (Recommen-
dation 6f-3)
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RECOMMENDATIONS

6 f-1 . Embassy Tehran should establish procedures to

review complaints" by USG civilian employees relating to

service and care at the US Army Hospital in Tehran and

request corrective action by responsible military offi-

cials where necessary.

6f-2. Embassy Tehran should transfer the financial
oversight of the Social Development Center from the US

Employees' Association to the Tehran American School or

Community Church.

6f-3. The Department (A/OPR and M/MED) should issue

operating guidelines to Embassy Tehran for the Social

Development Center' pending implementation of Recommenda-

tion 6f-2 above.

Inspector Senior Inspector
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM No. 6g

Post: Tehran July 1978

REAL PROPERTY

Facts

The US Government owns the 27 acre Embassy compound,
plus the office building occupied by ICA in Tehran. In
addition, the Embassy has short-term leases for an
Embassy office annex, a Trade Center, separate Agricul-
tural offices, and about 111 residential quarters at an
annual cost of about $1,800,000. Among the structures
located on the Embassy Compound are the Chancery, Ambassa-
dor's Residence, DCM's residence, and about fifteen other
buildings.

Evaluation and Conclusions

Poor utilization is being made of the Embassy
Compound. It has ample space for additional office
buildings and residential quarters, which are badly
needed. A professional appraisal of the value of this
land has not been made, but informal estimates made by
Embassy officials range from $65 million to over $250
million. Neither the Embassy nor A/FBO has analyzed
alternative ways of obtaining the best use from this
property. In view of its high value, a study should be
made to determine whether part could be exchanged for
office and apartment buildings—built to A/FBO specifica-
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tions either on the Compound or, if available, on less
expensive land elsewhere in Tehran. An FBO expert or
AKAT should be sent to Teh' an for this purpose. (Recom-
mendation 6g-l)

The lease on the present Embassy office annex is
scheduled to expire on June 30, 1979. This building
is totally unsuitable for the current number of appli-
cants for Consular services. If the lease on this
property were renewed, the annual rental cost would
probably jump from about $36,000 to $150,00 a year.
Alternatives are to construct a pre-eng ineered building
on the Embassy Compound or rent a more suitable building.
Plans to trade a part of the A/FBO property in Tabriz for
a pre-engineered office building and a pre-engineered
Marine House to be located on the Embassy Compound seem
to have fallen apart. The Embassy has proposed that
A/FBO directly fund the purchases of these buildings.
(Tehran 06247 of June 29, 1978.) If that course of
action is not practicable, the Embassy is considering
leasing a building across the street from the main
Embassy driveway for about $240,000 a year. (Tehran
06212 of June 26, 1975.) A prompt decision by the
Department (A/FBO and NEA/EX) as to where the Consular
Section will be located after June 30, 1979, is needed.
(Recommendation 6g-2)

The Marine House, Health Unit, and Student Visa
Annex are currently located in the former transient
apartments in the Embassy Compound. These aged buildings
could not economically be brought up to first-class
condition and should therefore, be demolished, whenever
practicable. Also, the temporary wooden structure at
the front of the main Embassy Compound, which once
housed the Student Visa Annex, is unsound and should
be torn down as soon as practicable. (Recommendation
6g — 3

)

The heating and cooling systems in the Chancery and
Ambassador's Residence were of inferior quality to begin
with and are becoming aged. When the oportunity permits,
A/FBO should have a qualified representative visit
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system's
t0 Plan f° r th * eventual replacement of these

RECOMMENDATIONS

6g-l. The Department (A) should send a FBO expert or

SLZ .

t0 a*'" lop *

£!** isir.vEmbassy Tehran will be located after June 30 1979 ifat all practicable, A/FBO should directly fund theconstruction of a building for the Consular Section onthe Embassy Compound.

6g-3. The Department (A/FBO) should authorize Embassyehran to demolish the former transient apartment build-ings on its compound, whenever practicable, and demolish
t].<- temporary wooden structure near the front of the

vTsa
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0nlP0Und ' whlch forl"erly housed the Student

6g-4. The Department (A/FBO) should have a qualifiedrepresentative visit Tehran to plan for the eventual
rha!r»
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the hea
,

tlng and cooling systems in theChancery and Ambassador’s Residence.

//. &>
Lawrence A. Fowler

Inspector
Char les T. Cross
Senior Inspector
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN

)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM no. 6h

Post: Tehran July 1978

SECURITY

Facts

The following have direct responsibility for the

security of Embassy Tehran and its tenant agencies:

American Security Officers 3

Marine Security Guards 14

Iranian National Police Guards 70

Local Contract Guards 47

FSL Receptionist 1

American Technical Security Officer (TSO) 1

Seabee 1

FSL Investigators 4

American Contract Identification Assistant 1

American Secretary 3

143

Separate US military organizations in Tehran
have additional security personnel. The Security
Officers, FSL Investigators, TSO and Seabee also have
responsibilities relating to security at constituent
posts in Iran. In addition, the TSO and Seabee provide
technical security services to posts in the Persian Gulf
states.
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i valuation and Conclusion s

Security planning and supervision at the Embassy
have been very good. A security survey was completed
in June 1978; and the E&E plan has just been updated.
Croups which may periodically affect the safety of
the estimated 40,000 Americans in Iran--mainly here
lor business reasons— include leftwing terrorists,
xenophobic religious agitators, student activists,
•md temporary coalitions thereof.

From a cursory viewpoint, the Consular Section is
the most vulnerable of official US activities in Tehran,
it is located in a leased building about two blocks
from the Embassy Compound. Physical controls over
iccess are weak and cannot be easily strengthened,
large numbers of Iranians are often in the structure
or on the street awaiting admission. As has been
pointed out previously, the only practicable solution is
to move the Consular Section to other quarters so that
letter physical security can be provided.

Due to the large numbers of visa applicants, a
'.operate Student Visa Annex has been established for the
i.uir.mer season, as has been the practice in recent years.
This facility is currently located in a former transient
apartment building at the rear of the Embassy Compound
The location will permit thousands of students to
l.serve the fact that entrance to the Embassy Compound
ould be made through the former transient apartment
buildings, which are now used to house the Marine
Security Guards and Embassy Health Unit, as well as the
Student Visa Annex. Preferably, the entrance on the
street side of the buildings should, be secured and
'quipped with alarms to alert the guards in the event
that they are opened. (Recommendation 6h-l)

Most observers have agreed that these buildings do
not constitute adequate quarters under the terms of the
Department's agreement with the Marine Corps, and the
Embassy has been attempting for several years to make
arrangements for the construction of a new Marine House.
Consideration should be given to leasing more adequate
quarters for the Marines until the proposed structure is
completed. (Recommendation 6h-2)

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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Although most of the 27-acre Embassy Compound!
is surrounded by walls, its main protection rests;
on the large number of guards assigned to that task.

;

Unauthorized groups of people are not likely to invade
the Chancery due to the guards but knowledgeable indivi-
duals, such as former employees, would have relatively
little difficulty due to the volume of traffic and the
several entrances to the building.

Visitors to the Chancery as a usual rule first
enter through a gatehouse where a Marine Security
Guard and FSL Receptionist are located in a protec-
tive booth and then pass through a walled-in yard to
the front door of the Chancery lobby where they wait
for their escorts. Another Marine Security Guard is
located in a protective booth in the lobby. He controls
six entrances to the lobby through electronic locks.

One drawback of the closed lobby is that employees
cannot freely pass between work areas on the ground
floor, which is a considerable nuisance. The men's
toilet is on one side of the lobby and the women's is
on the other. Another is that, in the event of an
attack, the NCOIC would be locked into his office, which
does not have a rear entrance, and not be able to help
the Marines on duty. (Recomendations 6h-3)

The door to the east entrance to the Chancery is
sometimes defective and does not always close tightly so
that the lock will catch. While the Marine on duty in
the lobby can observe the door on a television screen, a
knowledgeable individual might enter the building
through that entrance if not secured and approach his
post from the rear. Most employees enter and leave
the Chancery through the basement door in the west end,
which is also used for moving items into and out of the
building. The Marine on duty does not monitor this
door but can observe an inner hallway door on a televi-
sion screen. A contract guard is usually on duty at a
booth near this door; but at various times during the 1

Inspection, the door was observed standing open with no’
guard in sight. A low metal barrier directs people using
the stairway out into the lobby on the ground floor. If
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they wish to continue up the stairway, the Marine on duty
opens another lobby door for them. Anyone so inclined,
tiowever, could climb over the barrier and continue up the
stairway to the second floor where the Ambassador and
sensitive documents are located, without being observed
by the Marine.

Various alternatives of controlling access to
the Chancery are practicable. For example, a door
could be put at the basement entrance to the stairway,
equipped with an alarm, and opened only in the event
of emergencies. Employees who work in the upper floors
of the Chancery could be routed through the east en-
trance. Local guards could be put at both the basement
and east entrances during normal work hours. A barrier
rould be placed across the lobby and a Karine Security
Guard booth could be placed at the stairway side of the
lobby, so he could control public access to both the
Chancery and the uppt-r floor without impeding traffic
between offices on the ground floor. The FSL Recep-
tionist could be moved from the gatehouse to the other
side of the lobby, and the Marine Security Guard post in
the gatehouse could be abolished. At a minimum, the
Department (A/SY) should again review controls over
access to the Chancery to make sure that they comply
with the minimum standards. (Recommendation 6h-4)

Some of the post's counter-terrorism weapons
are stored in the Chancery; others are kept in the
FSL Investigators’ offices about 50 yards from the
basement entrance of the Chancery. All of these weapons
should be stored in the Chancery, since the Marines would
be stationed in this building if an emergency should
occur. (Recommendation 6h-5)

In view of the likelihood that unofficial Americans
may also be attacked from time to time, the senior
Security Officer has put a great deal of effort into
developing a warden system with the active cooperation of
about 200 American business firms. The main purposes of
this system are to squelch unfounded rumors pertaining to
the security of Americans in Iran and pass reliable
information to them in the event of an actual emergency.
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The Security Secretary has frequently been drafted
for temporary duty elsewhere in the Embassy over the
objections of the senior Security Officer. In view of
the importance of the Security Branch to the Mission and
the American business community in Iran, she should not
be assigned to temporary duty elsewhere without his
consent except in cases of emergencies. (Recommendation
6h-6)

RECOMMENDATIONS

6h-l. Embassy Tehran should secure the entrances on the
street side of the former transient apartments at the
rear of its Embassy Compound and equip the entrances with
alarms so as to alert its guards in the event that the
doors or gates are opened for any reason.

6h-2. Embassy Tehran should lease adequate quarters for
its Marine Security Guards until its proposed Marine
House is actually constructed.

6h-3. Embassy Tehran should relocate the office of its
Marine NCOIC so that he will be able to assist the
Marines on duty if an emergency should occur.

6h-4. The Department (A/SY) should again review the
controls over access to the Chancery in Tehran to make
sure that they comply with the minimum standards.

6h-5. Embassy Tehran should store all of its counter-
terrorism weapons in the Chancery when they are not in
use.

6h-6. Embassy Tehran should not assign the Security
Secretary to temporary duty elsewhere in the Embassy
except with the consent of the senior Security Officer,
except in cases of emergencies.

Lawrence A. Fowler
Inspector*"

ctiarl e s T. Cross
Senior Inspector
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM No .7

Post: Tehran July 1978

PERSONNEL EVALUATION

tacts

Embassy Tehran submitted all its 1978 Officer
Kvaluation Reports (OERs) on time.

1 :

v

aluation and Conclu sions

With a few exceptions the OERs prepared on personnel
at this post were balanced and fair. There was no
evidence of bias or unfounded criticism. Sections IV.

C

of the reports dealing with areas for improvement were
usually written in a creative and sensible way and in
most cases should be helpfur to the rated officer. The
Review Panel seemed to have operated efficiently and
carefully. The Inspectors noted that there were frank
exchanges of views among the members of the Panel and
that several unsatisfactory or inadmissable comments were
changed or removed from OERs as a result of the Panel's
reviews

.

Most of the Work Requirements Statements were
prepared within the required time, and there were
no serious delinquencies. The Inspectors were encouraged
to see that the post has made excellent use of this
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management tool, linking job require,tients with goals and
outlining responsibilities clearly.

1

I

Lawrence A.
Inspector

Fowler Kenneth N. RogeVs
Inspector
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IF>N (NEA/IRN)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM No . 8a

Post: Isfahan July 1978

CONSTITUENT POSTS
CONSULATE ISFAHAN

Facts

Consulate Isfahan is staffed by two Americans
and three FSL employees, one contract Consular Assistant,
three contract guards, and one contract handyman. The
Consul is an FSO-4; the Vice Consul is a first-tour
officer. The Consulate is located on the ground floor of
the Consul’s residence.

There are approximately 10,000 Americans in the
Consular District, providing the main justification
for the Consulate. Another justification is that
Isfahan is growing into a central city for Iran's
ambitious military-industrial complex. Isfahan is
also a leading educational center and home of politically
influential religious conservative elements.

Evaluation and Conclusions

A. Introduction

The Consulate at Isfahan is poorly managed and
has not been able to overcome the difficulties created by
the loss of key local employees du r ing the pas t year.
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In fact, none of the local employees has been working for

the Consulate for more than 18 months; and the Consul has
had to face continuous training problems. Since no real
preparations had been made for the Inspection by the
Consulate, the Inspectors were able to observe that both
the Consul and Vice Consul are sloppy in their work
habits, reflected in their cluttered offices bearing
evidence of many half-finished tasks. A more experienced
Vice Consul might have offset the Consul's weakness in

this area. {Recommendation &a-l)

Another example of the lack of organization is

that no current classified files are being maintained
while there are leftover files from previous years.
The post also suffers somewhat from insufficient support
and guidance from the Embassy, particularly in the local
employee area where, for example, it took an inordinately
long time to replace the ailing, FSL Provincial Advisor,
who later died.

When the Consul arrived in July 1977, relations
had deteriorated between the local Iranians and the
large number of recently arrived Americans, many without
overseas experience. Morale in the American community
was low and it lacked leadership. The Consul moved in

quickly and began to establish cooperative institutions
among the Americans such as the Scouting Council and
Church Council and an Isfahan Resources Center set up to

provide professional help for psychologically disturbed
persons and to deal with alcohol, drugs, and other social
problems. The Consul also meets with the personnel
officers of the large American companies to formulate
cooperative and noncompetitive solutions to their
joint problems. At the same time he strengthened
the Consulate's contacts with the local authorities
in order to obtain more cooperation from them. As
a result of his efforts, the situation seems to have
improved

.

These and other consular activities have restricted
the amount of time the post could give to political
reporting and commercial programs. The post was also
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without the services of a local Provincial Advisor for a
crucial period of nine weeks. Consequently, the volume
of written reports was light but th'"--e prepared were of
good quality. The post contributes considerably to the
overall political reporting of the Mission by telephoning
its reports directly.

Commercial work is almost non existent for the same
reasons, but of course the Consul is making a substantial
contribution to American business by his assistance to

i

the American companies operating in his area. The new
Provincial Advisor has had some background in commercial
work and seems to be well motivated and would be able to
undertake a commercial program if he were given leader-
ship and guidance from the Embassy. The Inspectors
believe that a market survey would be useful in establish-
ing whether increased effort by the Consulate would be
worthwhile. In any case, more participation and interest
by the E/C Section of the Embassy is desirable.

An inhibiting factor in all of the Consulate's
activities is the conservative, inward looking character

j

of the Isfahanis themselves which make contacts difficult
and non-productive. The Consul's access to the highest
level local officials could possibly be improved if he
were brought in earlier and more prominently into the
planning and preparation of the many American VIP visits
which burden Isfahan every year.

The Consulate has been given permission to hire a
PIT American secretary but has not yet done so, partly
due to difficulties in obtaining security clearances for
the applicants. In addition, the Consulate has requested
another American officer and an additional FSL Consular
Assistant. Provided that the applicable job description
includes secretarial duties, the latter position should
be authorized so that the Consulate's practice of con-
tracting for a second local Consular Assistant can be
discontinued. Until the post is better organized, it
will not be possible to tell whether another officer is
really needed. If necessary. Embassy Tehran could send a
Consular Officer to Consulate Isfahan during peak visa
workload periods to help out. (Recommendation &a-2)
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Little classified material is prepared at the Consulate,

and that which is produced could be typed by a PIT

American Secretary. However, the Inspectors believe that

a qualified Foreign Service Secretary s: : uld be sent to

Isfahan on temporary duty to straighten c _-t the files and

organize the paperwork. (Recommendation ^a-3)

B. Consular Affairs

The Consulate has estimated a non-immigrant visa

workload of 3,700 applications for FY 1978. Although

this averages out at roughly 15 visas per workday, the

flow of applicants is seasonal with a much higher demand

in the summer months. At the request of the Iranian

security authorities, the Consulate has taken moa.ures to

control the numbers of applicants which the I uuu-ctors

find unjustifiable from both workload and public rela-

tions standpoints. This system requires a pr.. ..---ctive

visa applicant to come to the 'Consulate on Th e .y at

4 ; CO p.m. (Friday and Saturday being the week r.d) to

obtain a number which will permit him to appear to submit

his application the following week. fcn.-tu.es as few as

20 numbers per day are given out. As a result, a crcwd

begins to form before the start of office hours on

Thursday, standing or sitting on the ground all cay in

hopes of obtaining one of the numbers. Those who survive

this ordeal and obtain one of the limited numbers must

then appear before 10 a.m. on their appointed day to be

interviewed. Those who are found eligible then return at

4:30 p.m. the same day to pick up their passports.

The Inspectors observed the visa interview process

for a period of 45 minutes. During that time ten cases

were adjudicated by the Consular Officer. Interviews

varied from one to nine minutes in length, the average

being about three minutes. Five interruptions accounted

for fifteen minutes of that time. In sum, half of the

day's twenty allotted cases were interviewed in about

one-half hour of actual time, while perhaps a hundred

people stood outside in the heat hoping for a number
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which would permit them to be among next week's appli-
cants. The Inspectors recommend that this numbering
system be discontinued immediately. By realigning their
duties, one Consular Officer could, if necessary,
oevote the entire morning to visa interviews during
the rush season, and could handle up to 50 interviews a
day without difficulty. Should more than that number
appear in one day (unlikely given the annual statistics),
they could be given numbers which would give them
priority the next day. (Recommendation 8a-4)

Visa "Consolidated Files" are not consolidated
but are in about five alphabetical groups. Since
the post was only re-opened in 19 75 , it is not yet
onerous for the consular clerk to look in several
places when doing the look-out operation. However,
the sooner these files are consolidated the simpler
it will be, and the Inspectors recommend that the
post proceed to do so at once. (Recommendation 8a-5)

Other needed consular files and instructions
seem as apt to be located on someone’s desk as in
the file where it might logically be expected to be
found. Again, because of relatively low volume, per-
sonnel seem to be able eventually to find what they are
looking for, but the filing should be brought up to date
and maintained so that memories will not have to be
relied on to locate material somewhere in the office.
(Recommendation 8a-6)

Services to Americans appear much more respon-
sive than visa services. The day the Inspectors observed
the operation was a Thursday, a non-workday for most
American firms. It is the heaviest day of the week for
services such as notarials and passports, but all cases
were handled courteously and efficiently.

At present there is one American in jail in Isfa-
han's Consular District. This inmate has not been
visited every month as required, nor have reports of
those visits which were made been sent to the Department
(CA/SCS)- as stipulated by the regulations in the Arrests
Handbook. (Recommendation 8a-7)
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The Consulate generally learns of arrests through
friends or f.-erican employees, and is allowed immediate
access to the arrestees, who are invariably well-treated
by arresting authorities. In most cases arrestees are
released in less than twenty-four hours, thus requiring
no report to the Department. Nevertheless, the Inspec-
tors suggest that the post maintain a record of such
cases in its files. (Recommendation 8a-8)

The Department (CA/SCS) had advised the Inspectors
that the latest List of Attorneys in their files was
dated August 29, 1976. The post is presently using an
undated list whic-h the Consul states was revised during
the past year. This list should be updated and a copy
sent to CA/SCS. (Recommendation 8a-9)

At the notar ials window, in the same drawer in which
the supply of Lists of Atorneys is kept for distribution,
the Inspectors found a supply of mimeographed advertise-
ments, dated Kay 1978, for a "Legal Consultant" firm,
together with brief resumes of the firm's members and a
map showing its location. These forms should be removed
immediately, and the Consulate should take appropriate
steps to insure that no action is taken by any member of
its staff which would imply that any attorney is recom-
mended or preferred over the others on the list. (Recom-
mendation 8a-10)

C. Administrative Affairs

The contract Consular Assistant is being paid
through purchase orders, and the wife of the Consul has
been hired at various times. (Recommendation 8a-ll)
Other contract workers are hired through the "straw man"
who has the contract for workers at Embassy Tehran and
he in turn subcontracts this responsibility.

Much of the time of the relatively inexperienced
FSL Administrative Assistant is wasted. For example,
he prepares a complicated RFC reconciliation form for
each reimbursement voucher. Seven incomplete reimburse-
ment vouchers, dating back to April 19,1978, were on hand
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at the time one of the Inspectors witnessed a cash count
on June 28, 1978. (Recommendation 8a-12) The Vice
Consul, who made the cash count, had never complet -d an
RFC Reconciliation Statement. (Recommendation 8a-13)
The Class B Cashier's funds consist of the equivalent of
$9,500 in Iranian currency plus $500 in OS currency.
This small post has no need for dollars. Cash expendi-
tures during the last month totaled lens than the equiva-
lent of $1,000. Thus the fund should be reduced.
(Recommendation 8a-14) The Cashier keeps his cash in a
key — locked box, which is placed in a locked room at
night. For proper control, he should bo provided a safe.
(Recommendation 8a-15) He takes cash improperly from
the consular fee receipt machine without a formal
transfer of the funds. (Recc.r.mendat ion Ea-16)

Nonexpendable property records have not been
maintained for items provided to the post from Khor-
ramshahr, Tabriz, Tehran, and elsewhere. (Recommenda-
tions 8a-17 and 16)

Some security precautions have been taken at
the Consulate located on the ground floor of the Consul's
residence, but the connecting residential rooms are
virtually unprotected with no locks on the windows and
easy access over unguarded roofs. (Recommendation
8a-19) The offices are cramped and inadequate; while
ample unused space is available in the residential
portion of this large structure. (Recommendation 8a-20)
while the building is attractive, it is unsatisfactory
due to poor wiring, plumbing, windows, doors, and other
materials. (Recommendation 6a-21) No EsE Plan was
available at the post. (Recommendation 8a-22)

The Consulate has not kept its Retail Price Summary
up-to-date. The two acceptable hotels charge a minimum
of $57 a day; the current per diem allowance is $61.
(Recommendation 8a-23)

RECOMMENDATIONS

8a-l. -Embassy Tehran should explore with the Department
( PER/FCA) the possibility of having all first tour
consular officers assigned only to the Embassy with
replacements for the constituent posts to be selected
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from among officers who have gained initial experience at
the F.iibassy.

8a-2. Embassy Tehran should send a Consular Officer to
Cons 'late Isfahan on temporary duty during the peak visa
workload and vacation seasons, if necessary.

8a-3. Embassy Tehran should send a qualified Aimerican
Secretary to Consulate Isfahan on temporary duty to help
organize the paperwork at the Consulate.

8a-4. Consulate Isfahan should revise its work schedule
and procedures to enable it to process larger numbers of
visa applicants during the rush season and discontinue
the present system of handing out numbers for interviews
only one day per week.

8a-5. Consulate Isfahan should consolidate its visa
files in accordance with 9 FAM IV, Appendix D, and CA-274
of January 18, 1977.

6a-6. Consulate Isfahan should bring all its files and
manuals up-to-date to insure that required material can
be readily located when needed.

8a-7. Consulate Isfahan should visit imprisoned Ameri-
cans once a month and send a report of each visit to the
Department (CA/SCS)

.

8a-6. Consulate Isfahan should keep a log of arrest
cases in which they have taken action but in which no
report to the Department is necessary because the period
of detention was less than twenty-four hours.

8a-9. Consulate Isfahan should prepare an updated List
of Attorneys and forward a copy to the Department
(CA/SCS) .
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a-10. Consulate Isfahan should refrain from handing
>ut materials for individual attorneys on its list, or
itherwise indicating that it may be recommending one
ttorney over others on the list.

Ha-11. Consulate Isfahan should discontinue hiring
consular Assistants through purchase orders and the
apartment (N’EA/EX) should provide an FSL position to
provide necessary support to the Consulate.

Ha-12. Embassy Tehran should send a FtF Officer to
Consulate Isfahan on temporary duty to help simplify its
cash accounting procedures.

Ha-13. Embassy Tehran should ascertain that each Ameri-
can assigned to Consulate Isfahan knows how to prepare an
MFC Cashier’s Reconciliation Statement.

Ha-14 . Consulate Isfahan should return the $500 which it
t as on hand to RFC Paris and reduce its Iranian currency
to that needed for about three weeks’ operations.

Ha-15. Embassy Tehran should provide a safe to the Class
H Cashier at Consulate Isfahan for his exclusive use.

8a-16. Consulate Isfahan should implement A-2711 of
6/29/77 pertaining to the control and handling of con-
sular fees.

ba-17. Embassy Tehran should send a GSO to Isfahan on
temporary duty to account for all nonexpendable property
provided to Consulate Isfahan since the Consulate was
established in 1975— and maintain a record of his actions
for the next Inspection team.

ba-18. Consulate Isfahan should establish property
i ecords for all nonexpendable items on hand, make annual
physical inventories of the items, and account for any
difference between the two.

ba-19. Embassy Tehran should send a Security Officer to
Isfahan on temporary duty to improve security at the
consul's residence, which is in the same building as the
Consulate.

91
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c-.?o cor' mate Isfahan should consider using part of

rr 0 a

*

rea ncw used for the Consul's residence as office

.3 c e . .

Fmhaosv Tehran should provide more suitable

Quarters for the Consulate and Consul's residence in

f-fahan, whenever practicable.

t a -22. Consulate Isfahan, with assistance from the

E ,.'- assy ,
should prepare and keep an E&E Plan on file an

-v. e sure that each staff member is aware of his re_pon

sibility if an emergency should occur.

c -

_

2 3 consulate Isfahan should submit the necessary

r r- sorts required to ensure that the per diem allowance

for Isfahan is kept up-to-date.

Senior Inspector

Lawrence A. Fov

Inspector

Virginia Weyres
Inspector
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CC! >UCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM No . 8b

lost: Shiraz July 1978

CONSTITUENT POSTS
CONSU LATE SH IRA Z

facts

Consulate Shiraz opened in September 1975 when
the Consulate at Khorramshahr was closed. It is staffed
by three Americans, five locals, and headed by a Class 4
Principal Officer. There are also three contract guards
•nd a contract handyman. There are approximately 4,000
'utter icans in the Consular District. The Consulate
provides a full range of consular services except for
issuing immigration visas (applicants are referred to the

i it.bassy in Tehran) .

1 valu ation an d Con e) us ions

A. Introduction

The Consulate at Shiraz is an excellently run
uid productive post.

Although Consulate Shiraz carries a fairly heavy
u>ad of consular work and its services are much appre-

• mated by the increasing number of Americans living in
'he Consular District, its presence cannot be justified
' 1 ,r these re asons alone. However, the Cons ular Distri ct
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i

com crises the whole of southern Iran and includes the

country's major oil-producing centers and ports. Since

Consulate officers have excellent contacts in Shiraz

itself and travel throughout the vast district on care-

fully planned schedules to report on political and

economic developments, they provide coverage which cannot

!

:

e' adequately obtained from Tehran. Perhaps more

importantly, they give a different perspective from the

capital which is essential to the better understanding of

Iran as a whole and is therefore extremely valuable to

the Embassy and to Washington. Taken together with the

consular function, these reporting and representation

attributes make the pest very much in the US interest.

All the operations of the post are well organized

and conducted efficiently. All three officers perform

consular and administrative functions, and the two junior

officers are encouraged to prepare reports on political

and economic de v e lopmen t s to supplement those of the

Frir.cioal Officer and for training. Embassy supervision'

and Guidance on policy arid management matters is adequate

aiviO :h more consultation during the budget preparation;

procc s would be helpful as would be more visits by

Embassy section chiefs. The post has not been asked for

;

contributions to country policy documents, and the;

Inspectors feel that more attention should be given to

the need for the Embassy to put together a framework

within which operations of the Consulate should take

place

.

There has been a steady flow of high-quality

reports from the Consulate, mostly in airgram or memcon

form. The analytical content of these has been excel-;,

lent, and the subjects chosen by the Principal Officer

himself are nertinent to the concerns of the Mission.!;

More guidance^ from the Political Section of the Embassy

would be desirable.

The post also does a good job in economic reporting,

during the past year covering particularly well Iran's

ports, the road system, electric generating capacity ana
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agriculture. It does not produce many KTDR’s, primarily
because the local employee who must be relied upon to do
the spade work is not very fast or thorough. Commercial
work at Shiraz in general also suffers from lack of'
attention from the Economic/Commercial (E/C) Section and
has been operating pretty much on its own. A market
survey would be valuable and more contact between the E/C
Section and the Consulate is very much needed.

B. Consular Affairs

Consular operations are handled extremely well
in spite of such drawbacks as cramped and inefficient
office space, a large and growing American community
(4,000), spread out over a Consular District which
covers 40 percent of the country, and a rapidly increas-
ing demand for non-immigrant visa services. Visa
applications increased three-fold over the past year
alone. The post has been able to meet the increasing
demand for all types of services by imaginative planning
and flexibility of duties of all three officers, which
has allowed for regular travel to provide consular
services in areas where large numbers of Americans reside
without disruption of services at the Consulate itself.

There are no Americans in jail in the Shiraz
Consular District at the present time, and there were
only three arrests in the last two years. The Iranian
authorities formally notify the Consulate of arrests
through the Foreign Ministry, but in all three cases, the
Consulate had learned of the arrests unofficially and had
already been in contact with the arrestee before the
official notification arrived. Americans generally
receive better treatment by Iranian law enforcement
officials than do their own arrested nationals.

There has been one case of alleged mistreatment
of an American who was arrested in June 1977 and detained
overnight. When the Consulate learned of the arrest, the
American was contacted and asked to prepare a statement
concerning the incident, which he did. The arrest and
alleged mistreatment was duly reported to the Department
(CA/SCS) and to the Embassy.
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Appropriate expressions of concern were made
at local levels, and the Ambassador raised the issue with
the Prime Minister. It is believed that this incident
was an isolated one and is not typical of the treatment
recorded arrested Americans.

C. Administrative Affairs

As mentioned in the 1976 Inspection Report, the
title of Position 50-2021-002, Administrative Officer,
is inappropriate; since the officer spends the major
part of his time on consular and commercial work.
The incumbent of this position is serving his first
tour. As might be expected, he has experienced some
difficulties in supervising long-term FSL employees. For
example, he has attempted to give instructions to them,
even though he is actually the apprentice. His first-
tour predecessors had similar difficulties. For these
reasons, we recommend that the position be filled by an
individual who has previously served a year or more at
Embassy Tehran. (Recommendation 8b-l)

At present, the Consulate is located on the second
floor of a duplex a d the Consul lives on the first
floor. The rooms are built around a well which means
that several offices also serve as hallways, a very
unsatisfactory arrangement. An entrepreneur has in-
formally offered to build an office building and three
townhouses, according to A/FBO specifications, for the
Consulate provided that satisfactory leasing arrangements
are negotiated. Security at the present Consulate is
weak, but the Consul does not desire to implement
those recommendations made by the Embassy's Security
Officer which would require substantial outlays of
capital; inasmuch as he hopes that negotiations with the
entrepreneur will be successful. (Recommendation 8b-3)

Close attention was given to- procedures used
by the Class B Cashier, since he has agreed to pay
Rls. 37,314 ($529.65) to compensate for a shortage
in his accounts. He is a "dirty desk" man who relies on
his memory as to which papers constitute part of his
fund; he juggles his reconciliation statements, as

97
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instructed by Embassy Tehran, to show that documentspassed to the Embassy are still on hand until RFC trans-mittal numbers are assigned by the Embassy; he does not
*???. a

5 l
’ nr""g balance of cash in hand in his Accounts^

Record; he cashes paychecks for local employees;and he submits reimbursement vouchers only once everv twoweeks. Most of these weaknesses can be traced to theinexperience of his supervisors and lack of adequateguidance from the Embassy. A BS.F Officer should visitthe Consulate and help establish better cash control
RFC

C
trantm‘tt

(Recommendation 8b-4) In particular, theRFC transmittal numbers should be assigned by the Consu-late rather than the Embassy.

Nonexpendable property records have not beenmaintained in an acceptable manner. A GSO from theEmbassy should visit the Consulate and help estab-lish good control procedures. (Recommendation 8b-5)

With the exception of the controls over cash manage-ment mentioned above, administrative support from theEmbassy has been satisfactory.

RECOMMENDATIONS

^PER/Fra'i
ba

eh
Y Tehra" should explore with the Department(PER/FCA) the possibility of having all first tourconsular officers assigned only to the Embassy withreplacements for the constituent posts to be selectedfrom among officers who have gained initial experiencetne Embassy.

8b-2. Embassy Tehran should have Consulate Shiraz'offices moved to secure quarters as soon as practicable.
w u “ov

,

e would be delayed more than 12 months, itshould implement the recommendations made in its mostrecent security survey.

8b-3. Embassy Tehran should send a B&F Officer toConsulate Shiraz for the purpose of establishing' bettercash control procedures.

8b 4. Embassy Tehran should send a GSO Officer to ConsulateShiraz for the purpose of establishing better nonexpend-able property control procedures.
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1

Senior Inspector

Lawrence A. Fowler
Inspector

Virginia Keyres
Inspector
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH 7 , AN (NEA/IRN)

Post: Tabriz

INSPECTION MEMORANOUM

CONSTITUENT POSTS :

CONSULATE TABRI 7,

No. 8c

July 1978

The American Consulate at Tabriz, in northwestern
Iran, is manned by one American officer and 12 local
employees (five direct-hire and seven contract). It is
situated on a large and attractive compound. It provides
needed consular services, especially to the large Ameri-
can population, and does important regional reporting.

Evaluation and Conclusions

The Inspectors have decided to reverse the recommen-
dation of the previous Inspection (1976) and recommend
the retention of the Consulate at Tabriz. The value of
the post to US interests does not lie only in its excel-
lent reporting of political developments in a critical
region of Iran but also in a complex series of inter-
related psychological and prestige factors which are
important at this stage of US-Iranian relations. It is
simply not the time to abandon a highly visible and
long-established symbol of American interest in this
unstable and separatist region and thus contribute to the
uneasiness over the future of the area. Such a move
could be misinterpreted by the Government of Iran, which
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is seeking to strengthen its relationship with north-
western Iran.

The closure of the Consulate could also send
the wrong signals to nearby Iraq, Turkey, and the
Soviet Union, all of whom have their own interests
in this territory next to. their borders. Further,
it would eliminate important services to the 2,000
American citizens who live in the Consular District
(during the 1976 Inspection there were only 400) . Their
numbers are increasing and their problems becoming more
complex. The American property at Tabriz is spacious and
prestigious and from time to time there has been concern
that it is too large for our needs. while that is true
at the moment, no other suitable accommodation is avail-
able which could be acquired without great expense and,
in any case, a portion of it which is not maintained has
been offered for sale.

In this connection, there has been speculation
that the entire property may be worth a considerable
amount of money. Estimates have been quite high based on
"free market" values. However, such estimates are
unrealistic. The real estate market bubble has burst in
Tabriz, and prices have dropped sharply in the past
year. Moreover, Iranians will not pay the free market
value because they expect that as soon as a sale is
completed, the land is likely to be confiscated by the
Government of Iran. This has apparently happened many
times in the recent past in the Tabriz region. Such
confiscation would be compensated at a small portion of
the selling price, perhaps 10 percent. There is plenty
of open space available in various parts of the city, and
land is not at a premium.

Political reporting from Tabriz has been outstand-
ing. The incumbent Principal Officer covers the scene
like a blanket. His reporting on the rioting and other
factors has been of top quality. (Until the recent past,
the Embassy seemed to filter or limit some of the poli-
tical reporting from Tabriz, but this problem has faded.)
However, he has done very little in the economic/commer-
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rial area because he neither has the time nor the back-
ground to do so.

The consular workload in Tabr ; z l.:S increased
considerably, especially in the rotection area.
During the inspection, three American yc mg men were
arrested in the Tabriz area for c a : smuggling. The
Principal Officer handled the problem with sensitivity
and expertise. He had two of the accused Americans
transferred from a tiny, wiridowless cell with a tempera-
ture of 100 degrees, where they wore sleeping on the
floor with twelve unfriendly Iranian inmates, to much
more agreeable quarters in the prison hospital ward.

The Inspectors also recommended that passport issuance
capability be restored to Tabriz to i,..prove services to
the Americans in the region. The non-immigr ant visa
workload is increasing to the point where it will double
from its 1977 volume by 1979. (recommendation 8c-l)

Tie E con om i c /Comm e r c i a 1 (E/C) Section of the
Embassy should become more active in our operations
in Tabriz. For example, the Market Research Officer
in the Section currently operating out of the Trade
Center in Tehran should visit Tabriz end undertake
market research studies. (Recommendation Sc-2) Trade
opportunities must exist in this region, but they
are not covered.

The Inspectors believe that the Principal Officer is
spread too thinly, thereby depriving the US of some of
the advantages of maintaining the post in Tabriz. In
order to cover the territory and provide adequate
services, he must be away too often, leaving the post
uncovered. While one officer has been able to keep ahead
of the minimum requirements in the consular, political
and administrative fields, he has not done so in the
economic and commercial areas nor has he been able to
report and analyze developments in Northwestern Iran to
the desirable depth. The Inspectors, therefore, recom-
mend that a second junior officer, preferably language
qualified, be assigned to Tabriz. (Recommendation bc-3)
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The Inspectors concluded that overall adminis-
tration and management of the Consulate was adequate.

An inventory of all personal property was in progress;

access to the visa machine was restricted; consular
receipts were controlled and the physical plant was

being well maintained. One area, however, which required

strengthening, was control of the $10,000 cash advance.

Unannounced monthly verifications were not being made.

Prescribed procedures concerning verification of collec-

tions, deposits and intransit items should be followed,

and the post should retain the working papers supporting

the verification. (Recommendation 8c-4)

RECOMMENDATIONS

8c-l . Embassy Tehran should restore passport issuing

capability to Tabriz.

8c-2. Embassy Tehran should send the Market Research
Officer to Tabriz to undertake a market survey.

£c-3. Embassy Tehran and the Department (NEA/EX and

M/MO) should arrange for a second officer to be assigned

to Tabriz.

8c-4. Consulate Tabriz should perform proper verifica-
tions of the cash advance and retain verification working

papers.

Senior Inspector

Alan W. Berenson
Inspector

inneth N. Rogers .

Inspector
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

Post: Tehran

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM

OTHER AGENCIES
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

No. 9a

July 1978

Army Mission Iran/Military Assistance Advisory
Group (ARMISH/MAAG) consists of 918 military and 274
DOD civilian personnel headed by an Air Force Major
General who is also the Defe -se Representative in
Irah. Chief ARMISH/MAAG superintends the activities
of over 7,000 US contract personnel. ARMISH/MAAG is
organized on service lines and monitors foreign military
sales (FMS) which in fiscal 1977 amounted to nearly $6
billion and is expected to be $3 billion in fiscal 1978.
There are several Technical Assitance Field Teams (TAFT)
providing training in a wide variety of weapons systems
and military functions.

The Defense Attache Office (DAO) is staffed by
eight Americans and five local employees. The Defense
Attache is an Air Force Colonel.

Evaluation and Conelusion s

The operations directed by the Chief, ARMISH/
MAAG must be unparalleled in size and complexity in
the m il itary assistance fie ld. He is giving vigorous,
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effective leadership and working smoothly with other
elements in the Country Team. The Ambassador is heavily
involved in all aspects of Defense Department operations
in Iran and is extremely well informed on the details of
the programs. He provides guidance at daily staff
meetings which are attended by the MAAG Chief.

A very able and hard-working Political/ Military
Counselor provides liaison between the Embassy and
ARMISH/KAAG and between the US Mission in Iran and
Washington. He monitors compliance with regulations and
guidelines on military sales and assesses the justifica-
tions for purchases of weapons as prepared by the GOI and
ARM I SH/NAAG . The problems of independent lines of
communication which were noted in the previous Inspection
Report seem to have disappeared.

The Mission faces its biggest difficulties in
complying with the arms sales regulations involving
such large numbers of US military personnel and such vast
sums. The Inspectors believe that a sincere effort is
being made to avoid promoting sales contrary to these
regulations and that infractions would be dealt with
severely. Nevertheless the line between advising Iranians
on the utility and fitness of a weapon and the advocacy
of it--or proposing an al ter na t ive-- i s narrow and it
will require vigilance by all concerned to see that
it is not crossed

.

c

Another problem is the appetite of Iranians for
weapons systems requiring higher and higher technol-
ogy. Although US policy is clearly directed towards
helping Iran build modern, effective military forces and
acquire the weapons to make them so, the GOI for various
reasons often wishes to move into certain types of
equipment too rapidly for Iranian capabilities to absorb
and utilize them. The Inspectors were briefed on the
techniques used to process Iranian requests to purchase
weapons and were impressed with the sophisticated
and coherent approach to assuring that the flow of
equipment, the training of personnel to operate it,
places to store it, and the means to repair and maintain
it, all were worked out before the requests move forward.

- 3 -

A very large MAAG co-located with its Imperial
Iranian Defense Forces (IIDF) counterparts affects
and somewhat overshadows the role of the DAO as a
contact point with the IIDF and as an advisory to
the Ambassador on Iranian military matters. However,
Iranians are described as being hypersensitive to foreign
military intelligence and rather carefully control and
channel DAO's contacts. Nevertheless the DAO is working
on biographic matters which are of benefit to the Mission
DAO has good relations with other sections of the
Embassy.

v
-f.

K'nneth N. R6g-ars
Inspector

“Charles T. Cross
Senior Inspector
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM

Posts Tehran

No. 9b

July 1978

OTHER AGENCIES
INTERNATIONAL COMMUNICATION AGENCY

The International Communication Agency (ICA)
consists of 14 Americans and 17 local employees in
a large and active operation which is tied in closely to
the Binational Centers. In the provinces it operates
through the Iran America Society (IAS). The ICA loca-
tions in Tehran are a large office building, a well-
equipped Cultural Center, and a less satisfactory Academic
Center. A new building is planned to be built this year
by IAS next to the Cultural Center, and the Academic
Center will move there.

Evaluation and Conclusions

ICA Iran, which has long been a major element
in US-Iranian rerations, indeed in the modern cultural
life of the country, is gradually readjusting its style
and programs to a changing Iran and trying to shift its
targets from the older, more established elite, which is
linguistically skilled, widely traveled, and largely
US-educated, to an audience composed of those who have
had less exposure to the US, but also will be coming
into position to influence Iranian developments in the
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The number of unqualified Iranian students coing to
...adequate schools is also a matter of concern* to the-nsular and Political Sections. The Inspectors believehat a more definitive policy on student visas should be-veloped and that ICA Iran with its special expertisecould be a key participant in the process. (See Inspec-

i ion Memorandum 5)
^
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Exchange programs, while active, are somewhat

less crucial to US objectives because of the enormous

number of ties already existing between Iranian and

American institutions, obviously many of them promoted

and encouraged by !CA and its predecessor. The exchange

programs therefore are small and relatively limited in

scope. The GOI prys over half the costs with ICA only

” topping off" to enhance individual exchanges.

The direction and emphases of ICA programs are

cell kevc-d in the Country Plan to US objectives in,

Iran. The Ambassador took a direct personal interest in

the preparation of the plan and in pressing for stronger

action to enlarge and alter the range of ICA contacts.

The FAO is an important member of the Country Team whose

views appear to be sought on all matters concerning

-ublic diplomacy. There is close cooperation between ICA

ana the E/C Section, and ICA has been of major assistance

in the Mission's commercial programs. The Political and

E /C Sections contribute to the Audience Records Service

(ARS) . The Inspectors believe that more use coula be

made of this excellent facility in reverse because these

sections could oain increased contacts by using APS for

o-jest lists, visits, and so forth. According to the FAO,

the administrative support provided by the Embassy r.as

been excellent given the problems of working in Tehran;

the difficulties of housing which embittered the rela-

tionship between Mission elements in the past seem to

have been largely ameliorated. (Recommendation 9b-2)

RECOMMENDATIONS
j

9b-l. Embassy Tehran should encourage a wider participa-j

tion by Mission personnel in the Iran America Society.!

9b- 2 . Embassy Tehran should encourage greater use of the

]

Audience Records Service of ICA Iran by other officers of

j

the Embassy, particularly the Political and Economic/]

Commercial Sections

Charles T. Cross
Senior Inspector
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM No . 9c

Post: Tehran July 1978

OTHER AGENCIES
DEPARTMENT 0 F Tu STI CE

:

THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT AGENCY

Facts

The Drug Enforcement Agency is represented at
Embassy Tehran by an experienced officer. his office is
in the Consular building, a somewhat inadequate structure
destined for relocation. He has one American Secretary.
The DEA Officer in Tehran reports to the DCM and ii-r'efs

him every two weeks on his activities. He also receives
support from the Ambassador to whom he has a<~ »sb when
necessary.

The Narcotics Coordinator is the second ranking
officer in the Political Section. The Narcotics Committae,
chaired by the DCM, has nine members drawn from such
representative groups as the Agricultural Attache, MAAG,
ICA, and, of course, DEA.

Evaluation and Conclusions

The DEA Officer is largely engaged in liaison
with host country police authorities. He finds that
relationship excellent. He is involved in institution-
building , technica l support .a nd joint investigat ions ..on
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matters relating to drug activities beyond the border
of Iran. Intelligence liaison is generally related t

shipment or trans- -hipment of drugs out of or through
Iran. The DEA Officer also lectures on drug abuse
problems in various settings. He understands the Mans-
field Amendment which limits DEA personnel from partici-i
pating in raids. i

j

Iran has for some time been a scene of drug
abuse and has about half a million opium users and
50.000 heroin addicts. Although the cultivation o
opium poppies was banned by Iran in 1955, smuggling,
from Turkey and Afghanistan plagued Iran; in 1969 Iran
resumed legal cultivation to provide opium for tha
167.000 registered addicts in Iran. Such cultivation ia
now permitted on 23 farms with a total annual production
of about 300 kilos. Each year the age eligibility for
Government rations of opium is reduced by one year. A
present, only those 62 or over are eligible for th
program. Iran takes drug abuse problems seriously an
has executed about 300 persons in the last decad
for smuggling, although none recently.

iterineth N. E
Inspector

Charles T. Cross
Senior Inspector
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATION’S KITH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

INSPECTION FiiJIORANDUM no. 9d

Post; Tehran July 1978

OTHER AGENCIES
DEPARTMENT" OF~ AGR IC U LTURE

Facts

The Department of Agriculture is represented in
Iran by a senior Foreign Agricultural Service Officer and
a junior Assistant Attache who is on his first tour
overseas with the Department of Agriculture. The
Attache's offices are located in an office building about
two blocks from the Embassy compound. The office spaces
re adequate and better than those earlier occupied by
the FAS in the somewhat shabby Consular Section building
nearby. The main function of the Agricultural Attache
office is to provide ongoing analysis of agricultural
teporting including weather, trade policy develop-
ments, price changes, and reporting on commodity availa-
bility and imports.

The Attache submits a report on the general agricul-
tural outlook every month and a major agricultural
situation policy report, as a part of a CERP requirement
once a year. This broad report includes a general
economic situation report, agricultural policy and
planning, information on specialized agricultural organi-
zations, agricultural budget and planning, research and
credit, as well as education and extension services.
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Extensive reporting on pricing, marketing, and agricul'
tural trade, tariff duties, and state trading are
important features of the report. Land use, farmer
organizations, resources, and some aspects of labor
reporting are included. Highly detailed reporting
is produced on crops, especially cotton, sugar, potatoes,
grains, and vegetables.

The main work of the Attache beyond reporting
is to support sales cf American agricultural products in
Iran and to participate in activities of the US-Iran

I Joint Commission. Sales to Iran of US agricultural

|
products total one-half billion US dollars per year at
present. The main products are white wheat, soybeans and
soybean oil, cottonseed oil, rice, and other grains,
especially the feed grains sorghum, barley, corn and such
other products as frozen chickens. Dairy cows are
imported live by an from the US.

The Agricultural Attache's Office helps with
the sale of agricultural machinery from US suppliers
as well as chemicals, including fertilizers, in conjunc-

1 tion with the Econoir. i c /Coir.me r c i a 1 Section. The Agricul-

|
tural Attache on occasion has small food shows and used

|

the US Trade Center once (in June 1977) for that purpose.

I Evaluation and Conclusions

The office of the Agricultural Attache, Tehran,
is very busy and highly productive. The dollar volume
alone of US agricultural sales in Iran is an illustration
of the importance of the activity of the office. The
number of visitors from the US to the office of the
Agricultural Attache exceeds 1,000 per year.

The reporting of the Attache is valuable and
comprehensive. It adds a very significant and helpful
adjunct to the economic/commercial reporting of the-
Embassy.

In the past, the office of the Agricultural Attache'
was a part of the Office of the Economic Counselor, which
caused some difficulty in coordination and release of-
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icports by the Attache. This has now been resolved, and
(he responsibility of coordinating reporting is at the
'ption of the Agricultural Attache.

The Attache, noting the need for improved sales
•pportunities in the agricultural, mechanical, technical,

id chemical field for US products in Iran, developed for
1 'ne Economic/Commercial Section considerable material to
- jcilitate such sales.

The Agricultural Attache participates in one of the five
ommittees on the Joint Commission, that of Agriculture,
nd is most active in facilitating the work of that

Commission in the field of animal health, forest fire
prevention, agricultural education, plant quarantine, and
-eat inspection, among others. (For a description of the
Commission see Inspection Memorandum 4.)

The office space of the Agricultural Attache is
dequate, but when the opportunity exists after construc-
tion on the Embassy compound, his office should be moved
(here. This will facilitate the interests of both the
-AS representative and other elements of the Embassy.
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department of state

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WTTH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM No. 9e

Pest: Tehran July 1978

OTHER AGENCIES
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE:

THE UNITED STATES TRADE CENTER IN TEHRAN

*
The Trade Center in Tehran was established i

1973 prior to the oil price boom. Of the fiftee
Trade Centers of the Department of Commerce, it i

one of only two not operated by the Office of Internatio
nal Marketing. (The Center in Moscow is under the Offio
of East-West Trade in Commerce.) The Tehran Trade Center
is operated by the Commerce Action Group for the Near
East (CAGNE).

The Department of Commerce Trade Center in Tehran ii

staffed by two American Department of Commerce employees
five local employees funded by the Department of Com-,
merce, one funded by the Department of State, and five
personal service contract employees. An FSO-5 i

assigned to the Trade Center from the Embassy's Economic
Commercial Section (E/C) as Market Research Officer. Th
Trade Center is under the supervision of the Economic
Commercial Counselor at the Embassy. The Center, locate
in downtown Tehran, held nine major exhibition shows
during the two-year period since the last InspectionWay— 5
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US exhibitors in shows held in Tehran at the Interna-
tional Trade Fair.

The major events held since the last Inspection:

Number of Registered
Topic Par t ic ip ants Visitors

Oct 76 Business Equipment 23 663
and Systems

Feb 77 Communications 21 717
Equipment

Jun 77 Water Resources 26 241

July 77 Autoinotive Diagnostic 11 690

Nov 77 G&W Jeep 10 75

Dec 77 Building Materials and 21 650
Equ ipm.ent

Jan 78 Chemical/Petrochemical 24 418

Mar 78 Food Processing and 13 407
Packaging

May 78 Solar Energy 14 444

Evaluation and Conclusions

The Trade Center in Tehran is reasonably busy
during exhibits, but activity at the Center between
shows is light, despite strong efforts by the Center
to stimulate interest. The Center is limited by its
physical arrangements, which are fairly modest, at
least in the display areas, and the absence of parking, a
problem throughout downtown Tehran.

The Commerce Department employees at the Center are
experienced officers. The Center Director has had some
fifteen years' experience in marketing for a major
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American corporation, as well as extensive experience in

the Department of Commerce and as Director of the Trade
Center in Bangkok. The Assistant Director has had
experience in trade promotion shows.

The US market share in Iran has dropped slightly
over the last two years, but the dollar volume of sales
of the US has increased. Marketing is highly competitive
in Iran and is not an easy task. Planning, arrangements,
and organizing are much more difficult than in most other
Trade Centers. Nonetheless, with the cooperation of the
Econom ic/Comme r c i al Section and the support of an
FSO for market research, useful results have been
achieved, especially in "of f-the-f loor" sales, and in

the "new-to-market" area. Some shows have been quite
successful, but some not. However, it is difficult
to measure results from the major exhibits or shows
alone with enough accuracy to provide a firm rationale
for continuing the Center in Tehran. The Inspectors'
review of Trade Center operations leads them to the
belief that it is nearing the conclusion of its produc-
tive existence and soon will not be worth continuing.
The general philosophy of Trade Center operation, as the
Inspectors 'understand it, is to phase out after a

4 number of years of activity and they r eco:..;:.end that the
Center in Tehran be phased out by C Y 1S8G, unless
considerably more and effective use can be made of
the facility. (Recommendation 9e-l)

The Tehran Trade Fair grounds would seem to provide
a reasonable alternative for display of US products; it
has already been used by US firms when the site has
appropriate themes and when they participate in the
annual International Trade Fair.

Any possible political reactions to closure should
be considered before a final decision is made, although
they seem slight at this time.

The Center has had severe problems with customs
records on items having passed through the Trade Center
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for display. This has caused undue difficulties with the
Iranian Customs authorities and requires closer attention,
even though im,proveiT;c-nt s have been noted in this situa-
tion. (Recommendation 9e-2)

If the Center is closed, th > Market Research
Officer position should be retained in the Economic/
Commercial Section (E/C)., That Section needs to be
strengthened end some services provided by the Center to
US business visitors should then be carried out by the
E/C Section, for example, assisting and advising them in
getting around in the Iran business community where
conditions require guidance for the new business visitor.

RECOMMENDATION

9e-l. Embassy Tehran should review the activities
of the Trade Center with a view to either greatly
increasing its effective utilization or recommending
a schedule for phasing it out by CY 1980 . The Embassy,
in conducting the review, should invite comments from EB,
KEA/IRN, and the Department of Commerce.

9e-2. The Tehran Trade Center should clear up the
customs records problem with local officials on items
having passed through the Trade Center.

Senior Inspector

Alan Berenson
Inspector
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS KITH 1 1 AN (NEA/1P.N)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM No. 9 f

Tehran
OTHER AGENCIES

departmhnt' of _THE TREASURY

:

'

"iNTE RNA L "R EVENUE S K hV I C E

July 1978

The Internal Revenue Service Office at : he American
Eiribassy Tehran is one of fourteen such offices in major
cities around the world and has been in Tehran since
1974. The Office operates from the Foreign Programs
Division, Office of International Operations of the
Internal Revenue Service. It has regional responsibi-
lities beyond Iran which include Lebanon, Libya, Egypt,
Bahrain, Jordan, Kuwait, Iraq, Oman, Yemen, Qatar# Syria,
the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, and
Afghanistan. It is located in the Consulate General
Building about three blocks from the Embassy.

The office in Tehran is under the supervision of
a GS-15, assisted by a GS-14, both Department of the
Treasury employees. There is one American citizen, local-
hire Secretary. The office is on the fourth floor of the
Consulate General building, about two blocks from the
Embassy Compound. During six months of the year, the
staff is augmented by TDY personnel to assist American
taxpayers in the preparation of their tax reports. The
IRS office is nominally associated with the Embassy's

;

Economic/Commercial Section. i
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Evaluation and Conclusion

The IRS representatives try to cover every major
city in the area twice a year, a nearly impossible
goal.

The primary function of the office is to try to
insure compl i „rice with the US tax laws by American
citizens, US corporations doing business in the area
and by foreign nationals subject to US tax. The main
activities of the office include taxpayer assistance,
audit collections, and liaison with tax officials of
governments in the region. There are a large number of
Americans in the area, about 41,000 in Iran and 35,000 in
Saudi Arabia, for example.

This has been a particularly hectic period for
the IRS as Congress addresses Section 911 of the tax
code which would affect the tax liability of Americans
other than Government officials residing overseas. This
issue is not only of concern to the taxpayers, but to
their corporate employers, as changes would alter the
cost of doing business and our competitiveness.

There are a large number of US resident aliens
who are Iranian citizens and who have returned to
Iran with so-called "green cards." Such persons are
dec-med to have become "residents" of the US even though
they m.ay well spend little time in the US. They are
therefore subject to US tax laws for income acquired
anywhere in the world. Enforcement of collection is not
practical from such individuals in most cases, at least
for income derived from sources in Iran, because there is
no tax treaty between the US and Iran. This has been
studied -from time to time but has languished. It is
recommended, therefore, that renewed efforts to enter
into a tax treaty arrangement with Iran be undertaken.
(Recommendation Se-1)

RECOMM ENDATIONS

9 f — 1 . The De part IT. ent (EB/IFD) in concert with the
Department of the Treasury, should pursue a tax treaty
with Iran.
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9f-2. Embassy Tehran should insure that when new quarters
are found or built for the Consular Section, such facili-
ties should include adequate office space for IRS.

i
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM no. ioa

Post: Tehran July 1978

OTHER ACTIVITIES
THE TEHRAN AMERICAN SCHOOL

Facts

The Tehran American School is a private non-profit
co-educational school which offers an educational program
from first through twelfth grades. Present enrollment is
about 3,200.

Evaluation and Conclusions

The school received grants of 517,500 in June
1976; 57,500 in April 1977; and 52,500 in September
1977 . Except for the expenditure of funds for use
of a foreign flag carrier during the period of the
June 1976 grant, all other expenditures were in accordance
with the terms of the grants. The only explanation
provided for the use of a foreign flag carrier was
administrative oversight. If this is the case and there
is no additional justification, then the cost of the air
fare, 51,026.52, is questionable and should be recovered.
(Recommendation 10a-l )

LIMITED DISTRIBUTION

o Foreign Service po 5 r, this memorandum may he releosed only to members of the staff directly

‘oncemed. In Washington
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distribution outside the Department of State may be made only by the

Inspector General of the Foreign Service.
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RECOMMENDATION

10a-l. Embassy Tehran should review the justification

for the use of a foreign flag carrier, and, if it cannot

be justified, recover the cost of the air fare.
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INSPECTION MEMORANDUM

Tost: Tehran

No. 10b

July 1978

OTHER ACTIVITIES
THE UNITED STATES EMPLOYEES' ASSOCIATION

The United States Employees' Association (USEA)
is one of the largest operations of its type in the
Foreign Service. There, are about 8,000 members consisting
of US citizens assigned to official duty in Iran and
retired US military or State Department personnel living
in Iran who have been granted limited duty-free purchasing
privileges by the GOI. USEA operates a restaurant, snack
•oars, sales store, taxi service, employment service,
transient apartments and a mail order service. Annual
sales through June 30, 1978, are fo; acast to exceed 56
million. If planned expansions of operations take
place, annual sales are projected to approach $10
mill ion.

The last independent audit, performed by public
accountants, was for the 18-month period ending December
1976. Current plans call for an audit to be made in July
1978 by qualified disinterested US Government employees.

LIMITED DISTRIBUTION

Ar o Foreign Service post, this memorandum may he released only to members of the staff directly

uncerned. In Washington, distribution outside the Department of State may be mode only by the
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Evaluation and Conclusions

Controls over operations are basically sound.
However, the amount of insurance in force for merchandise
losses due to fire, storm, catastrophe and so forth,
needs to be increased. Presently, insurance in force
provides coverage of $1 million but the value of merchan-
dise on hand has been as high as $1.5 million. Since
insurance will very rarely pay the full value of the
insured amount, the potential loss to USEA could be
substantial. (Recommendation 10b-l) Another area
requiring closer review is the amount of idle cash on
hand which could be earning interest if invested in
short-term time deposits. As of April 30, 1978, over $1
million was either on hand or on deposit in checking
accounts. (Recommendation 10b-2)

In a related area, we found that USEA could provide
account ing assistance to the US Embassy Tehran Recrea-
tional Advisory Group. Recently the Advisory Group has

* had some fund raising functions and more are planned.
Controls over receipts and disbursements, however, are
virtually non-existent. Cash is kept in a lock box in
the file cabinet of a US Embassy employee, and the
documientat ion that does exist consists of pencil notations
on pieces of paper.

In order to establish accountability and controls as
well as preclude the chance or suggestion of any type of
trouble in the future, the funds should be transferred to
a trust account maintained by USEA and all transactions

,J

accounted for. (Recommendation 10b-3)

RECOMMENDATIONS

lGb-1. Embassy Tehran should require USEA to increase
its casualty insurance coverage to preclude potential
losses

.

10b-2. Embassy Tehran should require USEA to establish
minimum operating cash requirements. Amounts in excess
of requirements should be placed in time deposits.

125
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lCb-3. Embassy Tehran should require the Recreat i

staM^h
010? transfer 311 to USEA wh ch woCldstabl ish a trust account for the Group and record allapplicable transactions in the future.

record all

Alan Berenson
Inspector

Charles T. Cross
Senior Inspector
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THE CONDUCT OF RELATIONS WITH IRAN (NEA/IRN)

INSPECTION MEMORANDUM

POST: TEHRAN

No. 11

July 1978

SCIENTIFIC AFFAIRS

Scientific affairs at Embassy Tehran are addressed
in the Economic/Commercial Section. The Science Attach#
deals with an important range of subjects including
nuclear matters.

Evaluation and Conclusions 1

Iran is a signatory to the Nuclear Non-proliferation
Treaty and has ratified it. As a result of the Nuclear
Cooperation Act signed by the President in April 1978,
all nuclear cooperation agreements must be renegotiated
and upgraded. Iran was the first nation where thi»
was achieved. Therefore, the importance of the nego*
tiation and its impact on other nations, which number
about 40, is considerable.

LIMITED DISTRIBUTION
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The Science Attache also serves as the Population
Officer and maintains active contacts with Iranian
officials in the Ministry of Health arid Social Welfare.
He prepares assessments on Iran's family planning
programs for AID and otherwise acts in a liaison capacity
Although there is no direct contribution by the US to
Iran's population programs, we participate in world-wide
UN efforts, such as the International Planned Parent-
hood Federation. In addition, because of the essential
tie-in between technology designed to raise living
standards and family planning, the Science Attache can
play a catalytic role. The Inspectors felt that he is
performing well in this field.

One important aspect of the office of the Scientific
Attache is more directly related to the work of the
Economic/Commercial Section and includes important
efforts in the sales promotion of engineering, technolo-
gical and scientific equipment and services.

Such sales efforts require a degree of knowledge not
normally expected of a commercial officer, and thus the
United States has an advantage in the presence of a
Science Attache in Tehran. About half of his work is
trade promotion and commercial sales. Another portion of
his work is interaction with the academic and scientific
community in Iran, which he would like to expand if a
full-time assistant could be assigned.

The Science Attache pays close attention to selected
American business visitors and assists them as much as
possible, particularly in the nuclear, wind and electric
power, and solar energy fields. These are areas where
other nations, for example, France and Germany, are also
very active. The United States has apparently been
losing market ground to others and, ironically, to
companies from those countries with licensing agreements
for the construction of US-designed equipment. The US
seems to be underbid and are not competitive in providing
on-site services and continuing evaluation.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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The US Department of Energy is interested i

reaping benefits from the solar energy trade exhibi
at the US Trade Center in Tehran in Kay 1978 wher
interest has certainly been stimulated. It is likely?
that Iran will do some comparison shopping in other part*
of the world on solar energy equipment. This is a
example of a difficult competitive area because Franc
and Germany often subsidize the software technica
follow-on related to their commercial sales. j

In both the scientific and promotional responsi-
bilities of the Science Attache, the typical diffi-
culty of obtaining reliable information exists. In larg*
measure this is due to a tradition of secrecy in Iran.
The US continues to hold the lead in sales and service*
in the high technology area.

The Science Attache has had recent experienc*
in the OES Bureau and twenty years of experience if)

industry, which has been very helpful in his dealing*
with US industrial visitors. Although in Iran bareljf
two months, the Attache is making an important contribu-
tion to the Embassy. It is expected that this will
continue to grow. Changing his title to Counselor would
enhance his position in the status and access consciou*
Iranian scientific and academic community. (Recommenda-
tion 11-1) Eventually he may need a full-time assistant.’

RECOMMENDATION

11-1. Embassy Tehran should request from the Department
(DGP/PER) a change in title for the Scientific Attache td
that of Counselor for Science and Technology.

Kenneth N. Rogers
Inspector

arles T. Cross
Senior Inspector
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